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Helioseismology is the main tool to infer the physical properties in the solar interior. In
time–distance helioseismology, measurements of wave travel times are extracted from
the cross-correlation of the oscillation signal (e.g. the Doppler velocity) between pairs
of points on the solar surface. These measurements must then be inverted (the inverse
problem) to infer the solar subsurface properties. Helioseismic inferences are based on a
relationship between the perturbations in solar properties with respect to a reference so-
lar model and the corresponding changes in the helioseismic measurements (the forward
problem). Measurements of wave travel times are very noisy and suffer from systematic
errors. These have led to conflicting results, in particular in the deeper layers of the Sun
and many open questions about the solar internal structure. A particularly challenging
problem is the inference of the solar meridional flow, which is a crucial ingredient in
models of the solar dynamo. There is no consensus about the radial profile of the solar
meridional flow. This dissertation mainly focuses on a better understanding of the solar
meridional flow deep inside the convection zone by performing helioseismic inversions
of wave travel times. In doing so, improved methods of inversion are developed.
In a first study, we consider acoustic waves propagating in a homogeneous medium
to investigate the deep-focusing time–distance technique in terms of signal and noise.
The aim of the deep-focusing time–distance helioseismology is to construct seismic mea-
surements that inform us about the physical conditions at a well-defined target point in
the solar interior. In this technique, pairs of points on the solar surface are chosen in
a way that their acoustic ray paths intersect at the target point. We compare two mea-
surement quantities extracted from the deep-focusing cross-covariance functions: travel
times and amplitudes. Using the first Born approximation which is a single-scattering
approximation, we find the deep-focusing travel-time measurements have zero sensitivity
at the target location and maximum sensitivity in a surrounding shell around the target
location. On the other hand, the sensitivity of deep-focusing amplitude measurements
peaks at the target location. The measurements have noise due to the stochastic excitation
of the waves. In the case of a highly localized sound-speed perturbation, we find that the
signal-to-noise ratio of deep-focusing amplitude measurements is higher than for deep-
focusing travel-time measurements. These results obtained for a homogeneous medium,
suggest that amplitude measurements may be used in local helioseismology in addition to
the travel times.
In the main part of this thesis, we perform inversions of helioseismic travel times to
infer the profile of the solar meridional flow. The observations cover two solar cycles from
1996 until 2019. Employing the constraint of mass conservation, we find that the solar
meridional flow has a single-cell structure in each hemisphere: poleward at the surface
and equatorward at the base of the convection zone with an amplitude of approximately
7
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4 m/s at latitude 45 deg. At the base of the convection zone, the velocity is equatorward
with a functional form approximately given by Uθ = Ub sin 2θ, with Ub = 4.8 ± 1.0 m/s
for cycle 23 and Ub = 3.6 ± 1.0 m/s for cycle 24. The flow switches sign at a depth of
about 0.79 solar radius. Confidence in the results is provided by the agreement between
GONG and SOHO/MDI data during the period 2001−2011. According to a flux-transport
dynamo model, the inferred meridional flow is able to explain the migration of sunspots
towards the equator in each hemisphere.
The details of the inversion procedure and additional tests with synthetic data are pre-
sented in a complementary chapter. The inversions are tuned and validated using different
test cases. We find that mass conservation is a necessary constraint to reconstruct the ra-
dial component of the meridional flow. A regularization term must also be introduced to
avoid fast variations in latitude.
Finally, we discuss future developments in helioseismic inversions. Particularly promis-
ing are full-waveform inversions, which ought to provide improvements in both localiza-
tion and noise levels.
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1.1 Solar meridional circulation
The energy produced in the solar core by nuclear reactions is transported by radiation
from the core to 0.7 R, where R = 696 Mm is the solar radius. In the outermost 30%
of the solar interior, the thermal energy is predominantly transported by convection in the
form of bulk fluid motions. The solar convection zone is highly stratified and dynamic.
At the surface, the Sun rotates with a period of approximately 25 days at the equator
and 34 days at the poles. Thanks to helioseismology, we know that latitudinal rotation per-
sists throughout the convection zone and that are regions of radial shear near the surface
and at the base of the convection zone (e.g. Howe 2009).
An important component of motion in the solar convection zone is the meridional
flow, which is the global (axisymmetric) poloidal component of the motion in the solar
convection zone. Solar meridional circulation was first observed at the solar surface by
Duvall (1979). He observed a poleward flow with a magnitude of about 20 m/s. Later on,
other measurements confirmed that surface meridional flow is a poleward flow and peaks
at mid-latitudes with an amplitude of 10 − 20 m/s (e.g. Hathaway 1996, Ulrich 2010).
It is hypothesized that meridional circulation is driven by a slight imbalance between
the non-conservative centrifugal and buoyancy forces (Kitchatinov 2016). The driving
due to the centrifugal force arises because the solar rotation rate is not constant on cylin-
ders aligned with the rotation axis. This drives a meridional flow in the sense required to
produce a rotation rate which is constant on cylinders (e.g. Miesch et al. 2012). The fact
that the rotation rate is not constant on cylinders is known from helioseismic observations
and expected from theory. The competing term, related to buoyancy, is associated with
an expected latitudinal entropy gradient. This results in a misalignment at surfaces of
constant pressure and density, and drives a meridional flow which tries to align these sur-
faces. These two driving forces are large in the solar convection zone, and the observed
meridional flow is thought to result from the small imbalance between the centrifugal and
buoyancy forces (e.g. Kitchatinov 2016).
Meridional circulation is an essential ingredient in flux-transport dynamo models.
Surface meridional flow transports magnetic flux to the poles to generate poloidal mag-
netic field (e.g. Cameron and Schüssler 2017)) and to start the next solar activity cycle.
In single-cell geometries, the deep equatorward meridional flow plays a crucial role in
the flux-transport dynamo models (e.g. Choudhuri et al. 1995): it transports the toroidal
flux towards the equator and is responsible for the observed butterfly diagram at the sur-
face (see e.g. review by Charbonneau (2010)). The butterfly diagram is a map of sunspot




































































Figure 1.1: Synthetic single-cell and double-cell solar meridional flow models for the
colatitudinal Uθ (top panels) and radial Ur components (bottom panels) of the meridional
flow circulating in the solar convection zone. Blue indicates southward and outward flows
in the top and bottom panels, respectively.
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1.1 Solar meridional circulation
Numerical modeling has suggested both single-cell and double-cell geometries for
solar meridional circulation (e.g. Featherstone and Miesch 2015, Pipin and Kosovichev
2018). Example single-cell and double-cell solar meridional flow models are shown in
Figure 1.1. For the single-cell flow profile, the meridional flow near the bottom of the
solar convection zone is equatorward . It is poleward in the case of the double-cell flow
profile. Variations in magnitude and structure of the solar meridional flow can remark-
ably influence flux-transport dynamo models in terms of strength and length of the solar
magnetic cycles (e.g. Featherstone and Miesch 2015).
There have been indications that the meridional flow may change with the phase of
the solar cycle. For a large part, these variations are likely due to the presence of surface
inflows around active regions (e.g. Gizon 2004, Gizon and Rempel 2008).
Meridional circulation is about one hundred times smaller in amplitude than the solar
rotation. Thus it is a lot harder to measure. The near-surface meridional flow has been
measured by different methods, including magnetic feature tracking (e.g. Hathaway and
Rightmire 2010, Hathaway and Upton 2014), surface Doppler measurements (e.g. Hath-
away 1996, Ulrich 2010), and local helioseismology (e.g. Patron et al. 1995, Braun and
Fan 1998, Haber et al. 2002, Basu and Antia 2010). Giles et al. (1997) detected the sub-
surface meridional flow in the outer 4% of the Sun for the first time using time–distance
helioseismology. Additional helioseismology measurements were provided by, e.g. Beck
et al. (2002), Zhao and Kosovichev (2004), Zhao et al. (2014).
Helioseismic inferences of the meridional flow by different authors and different meth-
ods are not consistent in the deeper layers. In the first inversion results by Giles (2000), the
meridional flow is inferred to be 3 m/s equatorward at the base of the convection zone with
a return flow occurring at depths below 0.80 R. There were a few other attempts for in-
ferring the solar meridional flow using time–distance helioseismic inversions. Zhao et al.
(2013) used travel-time measurements from 2 years observations of Helioseismic and
Magnetic Imager (HMI) onboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO/HMI: Scherrer
et al. (2012), Schou et al. (2012)) to infer the solar meridional flow. They find a double-
cell flow profile in each hemisphere in the radial direction with near-surface poleward flow
with a speed of 15 m/s. Their analysis shows that the meridional flow is equatorward be-
tween 0.82 R and 0.91 R. This means that the meridional flow is again poleward below
0.82 R. Jackiewicz et al. (2015) and Böning et al. (2017) used travel-time measurements
obtained from about 2 years of ground-based Global Oscillation Network Group (GONG:
Harvey et al. (1996)) data set and their results suggest a shallow return flow below 0.9 R
and the results did not show a significant evidence of multi-cell flow structures. Using a
mass conservation constraint in terms of the stream function, Rajaguru and Antia (2015)
and Mandal et al. (2018) used antisymmetrized travel-time measurements obtained from
4 and 6 years data of SDO/HMI, respectively. Their results suggest single-cell meridional
flow profiles in each hemisphere in the radial direction with return flows below the depths
0.77 R and 0.78 R, respectively. As it is seen, there are strong controversies about the
structure and magnitude of the solar meridional flow and thus more profound investiga-
tions need to be accomplished to have better insights about this component of motion in
the solar convection zone.
11
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1.2 Solar oscillations and helioseismology
Leighton et al. (1962) first observed the fluctuations of the vertical velocities of the plasma
on the solar surface that are oscillating with a period of about five minutes. An example
of an image of solar oscillations in Doppler velocity, known as Dopplergram, is shown
in Figure 1.2. Solar oscillations were hypothesized as the manifestations of standing
acoustic waves (Ulrich 1970, Leibacher and Stein 1971). Deubner (1975) confirmed this
interpretation by further observations of photospheric velocity field. It was confirmed by
Deubner (1975) that the power in the oscillations is concentrated in ridges as shown in an
example power spectrum of solar oscillations in Figure 1.3. As a matter of fact, some of
the waves form standing waves as they are trapped in a resonant cavity formed by the Sun.
This thus leads to an analysis of normal modes which are referred to different standing
waves.
Each normal mode of oscillations can be described by three quantum numbers n, l, and
m. Here, n is the radial order that quantifies the number of nodes in the radial direction.
l is the harmonic degree and m is the azimuthal order that are the numbers of node lines
in the horizontal and longitudinal directions, respectively. The manifestation of solar
oscillation modes can then be described as linear superposition of spherical harmonics
at the surface. In Figure 1.3, the light ridges are due to the concentrated power in the
oscillations that demonstrate the superposition of the normal modes of the Sun. More
details on stellar oscillations can be found, e.g. in Christensen-Dalsgaard (2002).
solar oscillations are excited stochastically and it is not yet feasible to identify the
sources of excitation in space or time. The near-surface turbulent convection in the solar
interior is believed to be the driving mechanism of these normal modes (e.g. Goldreich
and Keeley 1977, Houdek 2006, Houdek and Dupret 2015). These various modes of
waves can be categorized by their restoring forces. In the solar convection zone, the
predominant modes are pressure (p) modes that are acoustic (sound) waves. The restoring
force of these modes is pressure and they are also modified by gravity. The oscillatory
power of p-modes peaks around 3 mHz. As sound speed is increasing inwards the solar
interior, these waves get refracted as they penetrate in the solar interior and they return
towards the surface when their horizontal phase speed is equal to the local sound speed
(see e.g. Gizon et al. 2010), in which is called the lower turning point. The pressure
modes are evanescent in the outer solar atmosphere and most of them get reflected near
the solar surface due to the abrupt drop of density. The second type of modes are the
surface gravity modes or fundamental ( f ) modes. These modes only propagate near the
solar surface and their restoring force is buoyancy and they are analogous to waves on the
surface of oceans in Earth. Gravity (g) modes are the third type of modes propagating in
the deep solar interior, i.e. the radiative zone. The restoring force of g-modes is buoyancy
(hence indirectly gravity). These lower-frequency modes are evanescent in the convection
zone (where the stratification is unstable with respect to buoyancy) and thus have small
amplitudes on the solar surface. Hence, g-modes are very difficult to be directly detected
and there are only claims for their detection (e.g. Fossat et al. 2017) but there is still no
consensus about the detection of solar g-modes (e.g. Appourchaux et al. 2010, Schunker
et al. 2018).
Helioseismology takes advantage of continuous monitoring of oscillations on the so-
lar surface and interprets the information encoded in the solar oscillations to probe the
12
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Figure 1.2: A single SOHO/MDI Dopplergram of the solar disk taken on 15 June 1996.
Positive and negative values indicate velocities away from the observer (redshift) and
towards the observer (blueshift), respectively. The gradient from east to west (left to
right) is due to the solar rotation. Courtesy of the SOHO/MDI consortium. SOHO is a
project of international cooperation between ESA and NASA.
solar interior. Based on the spatial scales of the solar structure to be targeted, helioseis-
mology is classified into two major sub-fields, global and local. Global helioseismol-
ogy (e.g. Christensen-Dalsgaard 2002, Broomhall et al. 2014) studies the normal modes
and exploits directly the eigenfrequencies (the natural resonant frequencies of the normal
modes) of these modes. Global helioseismology provides two-dimensional profiles and
searches for helioseismic models by matching the model and observational oscillation fre-
quencies to constrain solar physical properties on global scales such as sound speed (e.g.
Christensen-Dalsgaard et al. 1985) or solar differential rotation (e.g. Schou et al. 1998,
Thompson et al. 2003). Local helioseismology is referred to a set of techniques that use
13
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Figure 1.3: Example m-averaged power spectrum of solar oscillations obtained for one
month of medium-l data from SOHO/MDI as a function of harmonic degree l (or equiv-
alently horizontal wavenumber kh ≈ l/R) and frequency. Light regions indicate areas of
high wave power. The power spectrum data courtesy of Zhi-Chao Liang.
local frequencies of modes and the cross-covariance function between the oscillation sig-
nals observed at any pair of points on the solar surface to probe the solar interior in local
scales and in three dimensions. Local helioseismology includes various methods such as
Fourier-Hankel method (Braun et al. 1987), Ring-diagram analysis (Hill 1988), helioseis-
14
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mic holography (Lindsey and Braun 1990), and time–distance helioseismology (Duvall
et al. 1993). Explaining each individual method in local helioseismology is beyond the
scope of this dissertation but thorough reviews are provided by Gizon and Birch (2005)
and Gizon et al. (2010). As this thesis utilizes time–distance helioseismology, I only focus
on this technique.
Local helioseismology mostly uses Dopplergrams as time series of solar observations
(see a single frame of Dopplergram in Figure 1.2). The starting point in time–distance he-
lioseismology is to compute the cross-covariance function between the oscillation signals
observed at two locations on the solar surface. The temporal cross-covariance between
the Doppler signals observed at two locations r1 and r2 on the solar surface is defined as





Φ(r1, t′)Φ(r2, t′ + t) dt′, (1.1)
where Φ(r1, t′) denotes the observed Doppler signal at time t′ at surface location r1,
Φ(r2, t′) denotes the observed Doppler signal at time t′ at surface location r2, t is the
correlation time lag, and T is the duration of observation (see Figure 1.4). The cross-
covariance is considered as a solar seismogram because we can extract information about
travel times and amplitudes of the wave packets traveling between any two surface loca-
tions. The cross-covariance is also referred to as "full waveform" specially in the geo-
physics literature (e.g. Fichtner 2010). It is worth mentioning that the cross-covariance
function is related to the local power spectrum under the assumption of invariant horizon-
tal medium: the cross-covariance function is obtained by the inverse Fourier transform of
the local power spectrum (Gizon and Birch 2002, Gizon et al. 2010).
The cross-covariance and any data products extracted from the cross-covariance (e.g.
wave travel times) are sensitive to the local physical conditions (structure and flows)
where the wave packets propagating between any two surface locations. For instance,
the waves travel slower against a flow than along a flow. In other words, perturbations
in the solar subsurface physical properties with respect to a reference solar model result
in perturbations in the helioseismic measurements. Hence, helioseismic measurements
contain information about the solar subsurface physical properties. In time–distance he-
lioseismology (Duvall et al. 1993), one measures travel times of solar waves traveling
between any two locations on the solar surface to probe the solar subsurface structure and
flows. This procedure includes measuring the wave travel times from the cross-covariance
function and inverting the wave travel times to infer the physical properties in the solar
interior (the inverse problem). This interpretation of the travel times also requires com-
putation of the propagation of the waves through a solar model (the forward problem).
Due to the stochastic excitation of solar oscillations, helioseismic measurements like
cross-covariance are very noisy and spatial and temporal averages are usually carried out
in order to reduce the random noise. For instance, Duvall et al. (1993) suggested an
averaging scheme as "point-to-annulus geometry" that the cross-covariance is computed
between a point and a concentric annulus. As another example, Duvall et al. (1997) con-
sidered a "point-to-quadrant geometry" for spatial averaging that the cross-covariance is
computed between a point and quadrants of arc. An "arc-to-arc" geometry is usually used
for probing the subsurface meridional flow (e.g. Liang et al. 2017). The cross-covariance
function is usually computed utilizing one of these spatial averaging schemes to improve
the signal-to-noise ratio. From the cross-covariance, travel times can be measured by fit-
15
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Figure 1.4: Normalized SOHO/MDI longitudinally averaged cross-covariance as a func-
tion of time lag obtained from Doppler observations for three different pairs of points
separated by angular distances 12◦, 24◦, and 36◦.
ting a Gabor wavelet (Duvall et al. 1997) or by a convenient one-parameter fit (Gizon and
Birch 2004) to the first-skip wave packets. Hence, the resulting (phase) travel-time mea-
surements would have higher signal-to-noise ratio as they are temporal-averaged quanti-
ties of cross-covariance measurements. However, the higher signal-to-noise ratio costs us
to lose some information contained in the cross-covariance.
The full-waveform approach (using the cross-covariance measurements) is broadly
used in geophysics (see e.g. review by Virieux and Operto 2009) and has been rarely used
in helioseismology (e.g. Hanasoge and Tromp 2014). However, travel-time measurements
have been widely used in helioseismology (e.g. Gizon and Birch 2005, Böning et al. 2017,
Mandal et al. 2018). In addition to the cross-covariance (full waveform) and travel-time
measurements, the cross-covariance amplitude may also be used in helioseismic investi-
gations. The amplitudes of the wave packets traveling between any two surface points
provide additional information than travel times. For instance, measurements of cross-
16
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covariance amplitude are a better set of input data to study the attenuation of the waves
(e.g. Dalton and Ekström 2006, Nagashima et al. 2017). Therefore, different types of in-
put data can be used in helioseismic studies based on the availability of the measurements
and the physical property of interest.
1.3 The forward and inverse problems
Many solar features such as meridional flow, supergranulation and torsional oscillations
can be approximated as weak perturbations to a reference solar model. In this manner,
helioseismic measurements can be linearly linked to the perturbations in the solar physical
properties with respect to a reference solar model. In time–distance helioseismology, a







3r + ni, (1.2)
where δqβ denotes a set of P perturbations, indexed by β, in the various solar physi-
cal properties (e.g. pressure p, density ρ, sound speed c, the components of the vector
flow U = (Ur,Uθ,Uϕ)) with respect to a reference solar model. The integration vari-
able r is a 3D position vector r = (r, θ, ϕ) with radius r, colatitude θ, and longitude ϕ in
spherical-polar coordinates. The volume integral is an integration over the whole Sun. In
Equation 1.2, di is a set of helioseismic measurements (e.g. travel-time perturbations δτi),
ni are the corresponding noise of the measurements, and K
β
i are the sensitivity functions
(also called sensitivity kernels). The index i = (ri, r′i) is associated with each helioseismic
measurement corresponding to a pair of points on the solar surface where ri = (R, θi, ϕi)





The main ingredient of the forward problem in helioseismology is sensitivity kernels.
Sensitivity kernels quantify the responses of the helioseismic measurements to the per-
turbations in the solar interior. To compute the sensitivity kernels, one usually uses the
ray approximation (e.g. Kosovichev 1996, Kosovichev and Duvall 1997) or the first Born
approximation (e.g. Gizon and Birch 2002). The ray approximation is a high-frequency
approximation where the resulting sensitivity kernels are only sensitive along a geometri-
cal ray path. On the other hand, the first Born approximation models the wave field under
a single-scattering approximation. Hence, the Born sensitivity kernels include the finite-
wavelength effects and have sensitivities away from local ray paths as well. The Born
sensitivity kernels depend on the Green’s function associated to a wave equation (see e.g.
Gizon et al. (2017)) with solar background and on the cross-covariance. Green’s function
is the response of the medium to an impulsive source of excitation. This work follows
the framework of Gizon et al. (2017), where the Green’s function is associated to a scalar
wave equation and the expectation value of the cross-covariance is directly obtained from
the imaginary part of the frequency-domain Green’s function.
In order to infer the solar subsurface physical properties from the helioseismic mea-
surements, one needs to solve an inverse problem. In linear inversions, we seek for esti-
mated solution of δqµ(r0) denoted by δq̂µ(r0) at each target point r0 = (r0, θ0, ϕ0) as linear
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and the wµi are weights to be determined. The averaging kernelsK
µ
µ (r0, r), also called res-
olution kernels, show a weighted average of the sensitivity kernels at each target location
and it is desirable that they are spatially localized near the target r = r0. The cross-talk
averaging kernels Kµβ (r0, r) with β , µ show how much other perturbations β , µ leak
into δq̂µ(r0). One would ideally like the cross-talk averaging kernels to be zero. The last
term in Equation 1.3 represents the propagation of random errors from the helioseismic
input data into the inverted solution δq̂µ(r0).
To solve the inverse problem, the problem is discretized by decomposing the un-




aβjφ j(r), β ∈ [1, P], (1.5)
where aβj are the coefficients corresponding to each physical property of interest, labeled
by β, to be determined and φ j(r) are the basis functions introduced by









f are the basis functions in the radial, colatitudinal and azimuthal directions,
respectively. We consider the forward problem (in Equation 1.2) in matrix form
d = Kq + n, (1.7)
where d is a vector of input data, n is the corresponding noise vector, and q is a vector of








Note that for each physical property of interest, a vector such aβ contains the coefficients
introduced in Equation 1.5. The kernels for different perturbations and measurements are
written in a matrix of kernel coefficients K = [K̃1 · · · · · · K̃P] where elements of K̃β are




Kβi (r)φ j(r) d
3r, β ∈ [1, P]. (1.9)
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Following the approach in Equation 1.3, we seek for a solution vector q̂ that estimates the
vector of the unknown coefficients q such that
q̂ =Wd, (1.10)
where each row of the weight matrixW is associated with the corresponding coefficients
in Equation 1.8. In this thesis, we use the regularized least squares (RLS) method (also
called Tikhonov regularization) (e.g. Kosovichev 1996) to invert the helioseismic mea-
surements for the physical property of interest. RLS minimizes the misfit of the forward
model to the observational data plus a regularization term. Hence, we seek the vector of
the unknown coefficients q that minimizes
‖Λ−1/2(Kq − d)‖2 + α‖Dq‖2. (1.11)
The solution q̂ is obtained from Equation 1.10 where
W = (KHΛ−1K + αDHD)−1KHΛ−1, (1.12)
where the superscript H denotes the Hermitian conjugate. In Equation 1.11, ‖ · ‖ is the
discrete L2 norm, α is a regularization parameter, D is a regularization matrix, and Λ is the
noise covariance matrix of the helioseismic measurements, which can be estimated from
the helioseismic data or from a noise model (e.g. Gizon and Birch 2004, Fournier et al.
2014). The regularization term α‖Dq‖2 is a penalty term that reduces the propagation
of the noise from the helioseismic measurements. The optimal weight matrix in Equa-
tion 1.12 is obtained by choosing an optimal regularization parameter. For this choice,
the regularization parameter α is tuned to obtain the best trade-off between bias and noise
in the estimated solution. By having the optimal weight matrix in hand, the coefficients
for each physical property can be estimated. With respect to Equation 1.5, the estimated




âβjφ j(r0), β ∈ [1, P], (1.13)
where âβj are the estimated coefficients of a
β
j introduced in Equation 1.5. The variance of
the estimated solution at each target location is obtained by noticing that for each vector
of aβ, there exists a matrix Vβ (which is a sub-matrix ofW) such that aβ = Vβd. Hence,





= φ(r0)H VβΛVHβ φ(r0), β ∈ [1, P], (1.14)
where φ(r0) denotes the vector of basis functions.
There are other inverse methods such as optimally localized averages (OLA) (e.g.
Backus and Gilbert 1968), subtractive optimally localized averaging (SOLA, also known
as method of approximate inverse in mathematics) (e.g. Pijpers and Thompson 1994,
Jackiewicz et al. 2012), or Pinsker estimator (e.g. Fournier et al. 2016). SOLA is a sub-
class of the OLA methods that has been used extensively in helioseismology. The idea
of SOLA method is to minimize the distance between the averaging kernel at each target
point and a target function. The Pinsker method is a statistical linear optimal estimator
that provides solutions by defining a minimax linear risk.
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1.4 Contents of this thesis
The main part of this thesis focuses on the helioseismic inversions of wave travel times
to infer the solar meridional flow and the corresponding tests to tune and validate the
helioseismic inversions. The thesis also contains a study comparing the deep-focusing
travel-time and cross-covariance amplitude measurements for sound-speed perturbations
with respect to a homogeneous medium. Additionally, the thesis presents an initial com-
parison of travel-time and full-waveform inversions in time–distance helioseismology.
In chapter 2, we compare travel-time and amplitude measurements for the deep-
focusing time–distance helioseismology. These measurements are extracted from the
deep-focusing cross-covariance functions. We consider a homogeneous medium and
compute the deep-focusing sensitivity kernels for sound-speed perturbations. We find
that the spatial sensitivity of travel-time deep-focusing measurements is zero at the tar-
get location and is maximum in a surrounding shell around the target location. Unlike
the deep-focusing travel-time measurements, the sensitivity of deep-focusing amplitude
measurements is maximum at the target location. We perform a signal-to-noise analysis
because the measurements have noise due to the stochastic excitation of the waves. We
consider two different types of sound-speed perturbations. In one of the cases that we
consider a highly localized sound-speed perturbation, we find that the signal-to-noise ra-
tio is higher for the deep-focusing amplitude measurements than for the deep-focusing
travel-time measurements.
In chapter 3, the main scientific contribution of this thesis is presented which is the
inferences of the solar meridional flow. Inversions of helioseismic travel times are per-
formed to infer the solar meridional flow over the solar cycles 23 and 24 (1996−2019). We
find a single-cell structure in each hemisphere for the solar meridional with a return flow
occurring at depths below about 0.79 R. By performing flux-transport dynamo simula-
tions, we find that the inferred meridional flow is able to explain the equatorial migration
of sunspots in each hemisphere.
In chapter 4, we perform helioseismic inversions for the solar meridional flow using
synthetic travel times. As a complement to chapter 3, this section attempts to provide
a clear procedure on tuning and validation of the helioseismic inversions. For this aim,
different test cases are considered and both single-cell and double-cell meridional flow
models are used. The results show that the constraint of mass conservation is necessary to
reconstruct the radial component of the meridional flow. Additional tests are performed
regarding the regularization term, the boundary constraint at the base of the convection
zone, and the effect of the large-distance travel times on the inversions.
In chapter 5, we study full-waveform inversion as a new inversion approach in this
thesis. At fixed noise level, the spatial resolutions of inversions for flows are compared
for different choices of helioseismic observables including full waveform and travel times.
The main conclusions obtained in the thesis and a few suggestions for future work are also
presented in this chapter.
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The purpose of deep-focusing time–distance helioseismology is to construct seismic mea-
surements that have a high sensitivity to the physical conditions at a desired target point in
the solar interior. With this technique, pairs of points on the solar surface are chosen such
that acoustic ray paths intersect at this target (focus) point. Considering acoustic waves in
a homogeneous medium, we compare travel-time and amplitude measurements extracted
from the deep-focusing cross-covariance functions. Using a single-scattering approxi-
mation, we find that the spatial sensitivity of deep-focusing travel times to sound-speed
perturbations is zero at the target location and maximum in a surrounding shell. This
is unlike the deep-focusing amplitude measurements, which have maximum sensitivity
at the target point. We compare the signal-to-noise ratio for travel-time and amplitude
measurements for different types of sound-speed perturbations, under the assumption that
noise is solely due to the random excitation of the waves. We find that, for highly localized
perturbations in sound speed, the signal-to-noise ratio is higher for amplitude measure-
ments than for travel-time measurements. We conclude that amplitude measurements are
a useful complement to travel-time measurements in time–distance helioseismology.
2.1 Introduction
Time–distance helioseismology (Duvall et al. 1993) is a branch of local helioseismology
(e.g. Gizon and Birch 2005) that aims at probing the complex subsurface structures of
the solar interior. The time–distance method measures the travel times of acoustic waves
between any pair of points on the solar surface from the cross-covariance function of
1This chapter reproduces the article Comparison of travel-time and amplitude measurements for deep-
focusing time–distance helioseismology by M. Pourabdian, D. Fournier, and L. Gizon, published in Solar
Physics 293, 66 (2018), DOI https://doi.org/10.1007/s11207-018-1283-8. Reproduced under
the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/). Contribution statement: MP performed research, accomplished the numerical
computations, and wrote the paper with contributions from DF and LG.
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the observed oscillation signals. Seismic travel times contain information about the local
physical properties of the medium and have thus been broadly used in helioseismology
(e.g. Gizon and Birch 2002, Birch et al. 2004, Gizon et al. 2010).
A consistent issue with local helioseismology is the signal-to-noise ratio. When ex-
amining near-surface structures such as supergranular flows (Duvall et al. 1996, Langfell-
ner et al. 2015), averaging is typically performed around an annulus, where the cross-
covariance is calculated between the center point and the average signal in the annulus.
This technique is highly sensitive to near-surface perturbations. To probe greater depths,
one would seek a different averaging technique that has peak sensitivity at any chosen
target depth. Such a technique is known as deep-focusing and was first described by Du-
vall (1995), who outlined a procedure in which points on the surface are chosen such
that a large number of connecting ray paths intersect at the target (focus) point, with
the expectation that sensitivity is large near the target depth. The deep-focusing time–
distance technique has been employed to study the meridional flow in the solar interior
(e.g. Hartlep et al. 2013, Zhao et al. 2013) and sunspot structure (e.g. Moradi and Hana-
soge 2010). Jensen (2001) investigated the application of the deep-focusing method to
improve inversions for large sunspots. Using the Rytov approximation, he found sensi-
tivity in a shell around the target point but zero sensitivity at the target point, consistent
with wavefront healing seen in the Born approximation in geophysics and helioseismol-
ogy (Liang et al. 2013). To resolve this drawback, Hughes et al. (2007) suggested an
optimized technique for deep focusing that allocates weightings for each measurement.
They obtained improvements in the results by considering travel-time measurements of
synthetic experiments.
In addition to the travel times, the cross-covariance function contains additional in-
formation that may be of use to helioseismology. For instance, in terrestrial seismology
cross-covariance amplitudes have been used to characterize seismic waves (e.g. Nolet
et al. 2005). The importance of the amplitudes was examined by Dalton et al. (2014),
who concluded that assumptions and simplifications in the measurement of surface-wave
amplitudes affect the attenuation structure found through inversions. Moreover, Dahlen
and Baig (2002) investigated the Fréchet sensitivity kernels using the geometrical ray ap-
proximation for travel-time and amplitude measurements. They found a maximum sen-
sitivity along the point-to-point ray path when examining the amplitude of seismic-wave
cross-correlation. In contrast to travel times, few studies have considered the amplitude
measurements of the cross-covariance function in helioseismology. Liang et al. (2013)
measured the spatial maps of wave travel times and amplitudes from the cross-covariance
function of the wave field around a sunspot in the NOAO Active Region 9787. Using
2D ray theory, they observed an amplitude reduction that was attributed to the defocus-
ing of wave energy by the fast-wave-speed perturbation in the sunspot. Recent work by
Nagashima et al. (2017) described a linear procedure to measure the amplitude of the
cross-covariance function of solar oscillations. This linear relation between the cross-
covariance function and the amplitude allows the derivation of Born sensitivity kernels
using the procedure of Gizon and Birch (2002), which provides a straightforward inter-
pretation for the amplitude measurements.
The deep-focusing time–distance technique using amplitude measurements is lacking
in time–distance helioseismology. Furthermore, the deep-focusing analysis has been con-
sidered only using the ray theory, which is a high-frequency approximation and does not
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take into account finite-wavelength effects. As a result, the ray approximation may be
inaccurate for amplitude calculations (e.g. Tong et al. 1998). In this study, we use the
deep-focusing time–distance technique to compare signal and noise for travel-time and
amplitude measurements under the Born approximation. Section 2.2 describes the defini-
tion of travel-time and amplitude measurements and explains the deep-focusing technique
and the noise model. The setup and derivation of sensitivity kernels are explained in Sec-
tion 2.3 and the results are presented in Section 2.4. Conclusions are given in Section
2.5.
2.2 Travel-time and amplitude measurements
2.2.1 Definitions
In time–distance helioseismology, one uses the cross-covariance function between the
oscillation signals observed at any two points [r1 and r2] on the solar surface to recover
the desired information within the relevant wave-field observable. In general, we observe
the line-of-sight velocity [φ] and define the temporal cross-covariance function for surface
locations r1 and r2 as





φ(r1, t′)φ(r2, t′ + t) dt′, (2.1)
where t is the time lag and T is the duration of observation. Considering small changes to
a reference solar model, one can define the incremental travel time [δτ] and relative ampli-









Wa(r1, r2, t) δC(r1, r2, t) dt, (2.3)
where
δC(r1, r2, t) = C(r1, r2, t) −C0(r1, r2, t). (2.4)
The above linear relations between the measurements and the cross-covariance function











where w(t) is a window function that may select the first-arrival wave packet. With this
definition of the weighting function [Wa] the relative amplitude [δa] is dimensionless.
Throughout this article, we use q to denote either the travel-time [τ] or the amplitude




Wq(r1, r2, t)δC(r1, r2, t) dt, for q ∈ {τ, a}. (2.7)
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2.2.2 Deep-focusing averages
The basic idea of the deep-focusing technique is to obtain high sensitivity to a physical
quantity by focusing at a given target point. To do so, we consider a set of pairs of points
on the solar surface such that the ray paths (straight lines for a homogeneous medium)
intersect at a chosen target point. As an example, Figure 2.1 illustrates how these pairs of
points could be distributed on the surface of the near-side of the Sun. In a solar case, the
ray paths would be curved due to the sound-speed stratification.
For any desired target point [rt] in the solar interior, we define the averaged travel-time






δqi(rt), q ∈ {τ, a}, (2.8)
where δqi(rt) represents the point-to-point measurement between the points ri and r′i cho-
sen such that the ray path intersects at the focus point rt,
δqi(rt) = δq(ri, r′i). (2.9)
The observations points ri and r′i are on a sphere of radius R and have coordinates ri =




i) in the spherical-polar coordinate system whose polar axis
contains the target point (depicted in Figure 2.1). The index i spans [1,N], where N =
NθNφ is the total number of pairs of points, with Nθ the number of colatitudes and Nφ the
number of longitudes. Each index i is associated with a pair of indices (iθ, iφ) ∈ [1,Nθ] ×
[1,Nφ], where the first index refers to the colatitudes θiθ and θ
′
iθ = ∆ − θiθ (where ∆ is the
colatitude difference between the two observation points in a pair) and the second index
refers to the uniformly-spaced azimuths φiφ = 2π(iφ−1)/Nφ and φ
′
iφ = φiφ +π. The range of
colatitudes θ1 ≤ θ ≤ θNθ defines the extent of the pupil. Choosing a maximum value θNθ =
65◦, the value of θ1 then depends on the target depth. At a fixed longitude, the colatitudes
of the points within the pupil are chosen such that the angle between neighboring ray
paths is uniform.
2.2.3 Noise model
Here we describe the noise in the averaged measurements for travel time and amplitude.
Random noise in helioseismology is due to the stochastic excitation of acoustic waves by
turbulent convection. The noise model developed by Gizon and Birch (2004) is based on
the reasonable assumption that the reference wave field [φ0] is described by a stationary
Gaussian random process.












Cov[δqi, δq j]. (2.10)
The covariance between any two measurements [Cov[δqi, δq j]] depends on the reference
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Figure 2.1: Sketch depicting the location of the observation points ri (red squares) and
r′i (green triangles) inside the pupil. The points are chosen such that the ray paths (black
lines) intersect at a focus point at zt = 0.8 R (black dot). The dotted circle has a radius
of 0.7 R.
and on the weighting functions [Wq]. Fournier et al. (2014) showed that the covariance is
explicitly given by














×C0(ri, r j, ω) + W∗q(r j, r
′
j, ω)C0(r j, r
′





where ωmax = π/ht is the Nyquist frequency and ht is the temporal cadence. The star
denotes complex conjugation. Note that the noise covariance was originally derived for
travel-time measurements, but it is easily extended to the amplitude measurements due to
the linearity between δa and δC.
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2.3 Travel-time and amplitude sensitivity kernels for sound-
speed perturbations to a uniform background medium
2.3.1 Wave equation and reference Green’s function
We consider the wave equation at angular frequency ω,
Lφ(r, ω) = s(r, ω), (2.13)
where the wave operator is
L = ∇2 + k2(r, ω) (2.14)




(1 + iγ) , (2.15)
where c(r) is the sound speed and γ is a constant number that accounts for attenuation.
The random source of excitation s(r, ω) is assumed to be stationary, uniformly distributed
and spatially uncorrelated throughout the medium. Under these conditions, the expecta-
tion value of the cross-covariance function can be related directly to the imaginary part of




Im G(r, r′, ω), (2.16)
where the function Π(ω) is related to the frequency dependence of the source covariance.
The angle brackets 〈 〉 represent the expectation value of a stochastic quantity.




(1 + iγ) , (2.17)
where the reference sound speed is constant c0. The reference Green’s function is solution
of L0G0(r, r′) = δ(r − r′) where L0 = ∇2 + k20 is the reference wave operator. Using a
Sommerfeld radiation condition to avoid incoming waves at infinity, the expression for
G0 is





This simple analytic expression motivates the choice that we have made of a uniform
medium.
2.3.2 Perturbation to the cross-covariance function
In this section we compute the perturbation to the cross-covariance [δC = C − C0] due
to a small perturbation in sound speed [δc(r) = c(r) − c0]. Using Equation 2.16, the
expectation value of δC is related to the perturbation to the Green’s function,





2.3 Travel-time and amplitude sensitivity kernels for sound-speed perturbations to a
uniform background medium
Under the first-order Born approximation we have
L0δG(r, r′, ω) = −δLG0(r, r′, ω), (2.20)
where δL = −2k20δc(r)/c0 is the perturbation to the wave operator caused by the pertur-
bations in the sound speed [δc]. According to Equation 2.20, the Born approximation is
an equivalent-source description of wave interaction. Using G0 to solve for δG, we find
δG(ri, r′i , ω) =
∫
V
G0(ri, r, ω) 2k20
δc(r)
c0
G0(r, r′i , ω) d
3r, (2.21)
where V is the computational domain, including the full sphere. It follows that the pertur-



















where we used seismic reciprocity (the Green’s function is unchanged upon exchanging
source and receiver). Equation 2.23 shows that to compute the perturbation to the cross-
covariance we need to compute a product of two Green’s functions, one with a source at
ri and the other one with a source at r′i .
2.3.3 Travel-time and amplitude sensitivity kernels
With the expression in hand for the perturbation to the cross-covariance, we now extract
the travel-time and amplitude perturbations from the cross-covariance function. Using
Equation 2.7 and Equation 2.22, the expectation value of the perturbation to the travel










d3r, q ∈ {τ, a}, (2.24)
where Kq are the point-to-point sensitivity kernels




Next we need to average the measurements for the deep-focusing technique as ex-
plained in Section 2.2.2. Using Equation 2.8, the expectation values of the averaged












d3r, q ∈ {τ, a}, (2.26)






Kqi (r), q ∈ {τ, a}. (2.27)
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2.4 Example calculations
2.4.1 Choice of numerical values and parameters
In the following, the value of the reference sound speed is c0 = 105 m s−1, the wave
attenuation parameter is γ = 10−3, and R = 696 Mm. The frequency dependence of the








where ω0/2π = 3 mHz and σ/2π = 1 mHz. In our computations, we chose a temporal ca-
dence ht = 45 s, i.e. the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO)/ Helioseismic and Magnetic
Imager (HMI) cadence.
To compute the travel time and the amplitude, we have to define the window function
w in Equations 2.5 – 2.6. Since in this setup the cross-covariance function has a single
branch, we chose a Heaviside step function:
w(t) =
1 if t > 0,0 otherwise. (2.29)
Using the analytic expression for the Green’s function (Equation 2.18) we obtain the
reference cross-covariance [C0] (Equation 2.16). Figure 2.2 shows the travel-time and
amplitude weighting functions [Wτ and Wa] as a function of time for a pair of points
separated by a distance of D = 1.2 R. The function Wa is proportional to C0 as stated
by Equation 2.6, while Wτ is proportional to the temporal derivative of C0 (Equation 2.5)
and is thus shifted by one-fourth of a period.
2.4.2 Point-to-point sensitivity kernels
Using Equation 2.25, we compute the point-to-point travel-time and amplitude sensitivity
kernels for sound-speed perturbations with a pair of points separated by 1.2 R. Cross-
sections through the point-to-point sensitivity kernels for the sound speed are shown in
Figure 2.3. As already discussed in geophysics (Dahlen and Baig 2002) and in helioseis-
mology (Gizon and Birch 2002), the travel-time kernel [Kτ] has small values along the
geometrical ray path and the largest absolute values in the surrounding first Fresnel zone;
see Figure 2.3(a). The kernel changes sign multiple times away from the ray path when
crossing higher-order Fresnel zones. On the other hand, the amplitude sensitivity kernel
for sound-speed takes maximum absolute values along the ray path (Nolet et al. 2005),
see Figure 2.3(b). For a uniform background model, both point-to-point kernels are ax-
ially symmetric about the ray path. The total volume integrals of the two-point kernels
are negative,
∫
Kτ(r)d3r ≈ −8500 s and
∫
Ka(r)d3r ≈ −1.2, which means that a uni-
form reduction in sound speed leads to a longer travel time and a larger cross-covariance
amplitude.
2.4.3 Deep-focusing sensitivity kernels
With the point-to-point kernels for sound-speed perturbations in hand, we compute the
deep-focusing sensitivity kernels for averaged travel time and amplitude using Equa-
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Figure 2.2: Sketch of the weighting functions for measuring travel times [Wτ] and cross-
covariance amplitudes [Wa]. The function Wa is proportional to the unperturbed cross-
covariance function [C0]. In this example, the two observation points are separated by a
distance D = 1.2 R. The scalings for the functions Wτ and Wa that are shown here are
arbitrary as the two functions have different units.
Figure 2.3: 2D cross-sections (y = 0) through the point-to-point kernels for sound-speed
perturbations: (a) travel-time kernel Kτ(r) and (b) amplitude kernel Ka(r). The pair of
points (ri, r′i) on the surface are separated by D = 1.2 R. The dotted circle highlights
radius r = 0.7 R.
tion 2.27. We consider all pairs of points in a pupil such that their ray paths intersect at a
given target point along the z-axis. Neighboring observation points are separated in colat-
itude by a distance of approximately λmin/4 ≈ 5 Mm (0.41◦), where λmin is the minimum
wavelength used in this calculation. For a target point at radius zt = 0.8 R, Figures 2.4(a)
and 2.4(b) show 2D cross-sections (y = 0) through the deep-focusing sound-speed sensi-
tivity kernels for δτ and δa. For travel-time measurements, the sensitivity is restricted to
a shell surrounding the target location. In the case of amplitude measurements, the sensi-
tivity is highly localized at the target point. This is a direct consequence of the structure
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Figure 2.4: 2D cross-sections (y = 0) through the 3D deep-focusing (a) sensitivity kernel
for δτ and (b) sensitivity kernel for δa averaged over the N = NθNφ observation points,
where Nθ = 158 and Nφ = 793. The cross shows the target location, xt = yt = 0,
zt = 0.8 R which corresponds to the separation distance, D = 1.2 R and the dots are
situated at the surface at z = 0.7 R. (c) Vertical (x = 0, y = 0) and (d) horizontal
(y = 0, z = 0.8 R) cuts of the sensitivity kernels. Lτ and La are the vertical widths of the
deep-focusing kernels for travel time and amplitude, respectively.
of the point-to-point kernels depicted in Figure 2.3. Figure 2.5 shows the same bottom
panels as in Figure 2.4, but for a target point near the surface, zt = 0.95 R. This target
point leads to a shorter separation distance: D = 0.63 R.
2.4.4 Kernel widths as functions of target depth
The vertical widths of the deep-focusing sensitivity kernels for travel time [Lτ] and ampli-
tude [La] are defined in Figure 2.4(c). This width indicates the extent of the central regions
of a kernel, within which it keeps the same (negative) sign. The smaller Lτ (or La), the
higher the spatial resolution of the travel-time (or amplitude) deep-focusing technique.
In Figure 2.6 the widths Lτ and La are plotted as functions of the target radius zt. The
sensitivity kernels for amplitude measurements are better localized than those for travel-
time measurements, at all depths, with La ≈ 0.7Lτ. Furthermore Lτ and La increase with
target depth.
In order to better understand the data points, we consider a simplified version of the
model presented in Section 2.3.2. For a single sound-speed scatterer (volume dV) at
position r in the mid-plane, the cross-covariance between observation points ri and r′i can
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Figure 2.5: (a) Vertical (x = 0, y = 0) and (b) horizontal (y = 0, z = 0.95 R) cuts of the
sensitivity kernels for δτ and δa for the target location, xt = yt = 0, zt = 0.95 R which
corresponds to the shorter separation distance D = 0.63 R.
Figure 2.6: Vertical width of the deep-focusing sensitivity kernels for travel time (Lτ,
open circles) and amplitude (La, full circles) as a function of target position. The solid
and dashed curves show the simple models described in Section 2.4.4. The width of the
first Fresnel zone is approximately LF =
√
λ0D, where D is the distance between the two
points and λ0 = 33.3 Mm is the wavelength at frequency 3 mHz.
be written
C(ri, r′i) ∝ Im
[
G0(r′i , ri) + ε̃G0(r
′
i , r)G0(r, ri)
]





















Figure 2.7: Sketch of the geometry discussed in Section 2.4.4. A scatterer is placed at
equal distance to the two observation points. The scattered and direct wave fields combine
at observation point r′i . The open circle indicates the position of the target point.
In the above expression, |ε |  1 is the scattering amplitude. The phase perturbation [∆φ]
is due to the difference [δ] between the path through the scatterer and the direct path





where λ0 = 33.3 Mm is the reference wavelength. For a scatterer at equal distance from
the two points (see Figure 2.7), we have
δ = 2
√




Thus the phase perturbation due to a scatterer midway between the two points and at a





A travel time [τ] is most easily interpreted as a phase travel time. According to Equa-
tion 2.30, there is no phase change at the receiver when Arg(1 − εei∆φ) = 0, i.e. when
∆φ = nπ, n ∈ Z. In particular the sensitivity is zero along the direct ray path (n = 0). The
width of the travel-time kernel coincides with the boundary of the first (n = 1) Fresnel
zone:
∆φτ = π and Lτ =
√
λ0D. (2.34)
This simple result was reported earlier in 2D by Gizon (2006).
Contrary to the travel-time perturbations, cross-covariance amplitude perturbations
are extremal along the ray path (where ∆φ = 0). The amplitude of the cross-covariance
is unchanged when
∣∣∣1 − ε ei∆φ∣∣∣ = 1. For small-amplitude perturbations, this condition is
approximately 2 ε cos ∆φ = 0, i.e. ∆φ = π/2 + mπ, with m ∈ Z. Setting m = 0 gives the
width of the amplitude kernel:
∆φa = π/2 and La =
√
λ0D/2. (2.35)
The dependence of the widths on target radius zt is understood through D = 4
√
R2 − z2t ,
so that L ∝ (R2 − z2t )
1/4. As seen in Figure 2.6, the model values for Lτ and La from Equa-
tions 2.34 – 2.35 are in reasonable agreement with the numerical values, including the





Figure 2.8: Cut through the noise correlation matrix for point-to-point travel times (solid
curve) and point-to-point amplitude measurements (thin-red curve) as a function of the
angular distance between neighboring points. The reference observation point is kept
fixed at θ = 45.2◦ and the target radius is zt = 0.8 R. The double-headed arrow indicates
λ0/2, where λ0 = 33.3 Mm is the wavelength at frequency 3 mHz.
2.4.5 Noise covariance
The model for the noise covariance matrix for travel-time and amplitude measurements
was outlined in Section 2.2.3. Figure 2.8 shows a cut through the noise correlation matrix
of point-to-point travel times and amplitudes. The correlation between neighboring pairs
of points drops fast as a function of angular distance. For both travel-time and amplitude
measurements, the correlation distance at half maximum is approximately λ0/2 (see also
Gizon and Birch 2004). This justifies a posteriori why we chose points in the pupil that
are separated by λ0/4 ≈ 8.3 Mm to avoid under sampling.
2.4.6 Localized sound-speed anomaly at z0 = 0.7 R
In order to quantify the bias and variance of the travel-time and amplitude measurements
in the present deep-focusing setup, we compute the travel-time and amplitude perturba-
tions generated by sound-speed perturbations of our choosing (forward modeling).
In this section we consider a highly localized perturbation in sound speed with a Gaus-








where A1 = 0.02. Notice that we have chosen a negative perturbation in sound speed.
The parameter s = 0.03 R determines the extent of the perturbation, which is roughly
of the same size as the wavelength (λ0 ≈ 0.05 R). The location of the perturbation is
represented by the filled black circle in Figure 2.9(d).
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Figure 2.9: (a) Deep-focusing travel-time perturbation δτ (connected open circles) and (b)
amplitude perturbation δa (connected filled circles) due to 2 % decrease in sound speed
at radius z0 = 0.7 R given by Equation 2.36. The dashed lines show the 1-σ level of
stochastic noise for an observation duration T = four years. The vertical lines indicate
the width of the negative sound-speed perturbation (z0 ± s). (c) Signal-to-noise ratios for
the deep-focusing travel-time and amplitude perturbations as functions of target radius.
(d) Geometrical setup. The (negative) Gaussian perturbation in sound speed is indicated
by the filled black circle at r0 = (x0, y0, z0) = (0, 0, 0.7 R). An example deep-focusing
sensitivity kernel for δτ is shown for the target radius zt = 0.85 R.
Figure 2.9(a) shows the deep-focusing travel-time measurements [δτ] and the corre-
sponding noise levels (standard deviations) for different target locations rt = (0, 0, zt),
where 0.4 < zt/R < 1. Due to the hollow nature of the deep-focusing travel-time kernel,
the signal is weaker at the depth where the perturbation is located than in the surroundings.
The bulk of the perturbation is within |z0 − zt| < Lτ(z0)/2 ≈ 0.13 R. On the other hand, a
maximum signal for the amplitude measurements is obtained at the radius where the per-
turbation is placed (Figure 2.9(b)) due to the concentrated sensitivity of the deep-focusing
kernel for amplitude measurements (Figure 2.4(b)).
To compare the two types of measurements, travel-time versus amplitude measure-
ments, the signal-to-noise ratios are plotted in Figure 2.9(c). We find that the signal-to-
noise ratio is higher and better localized for the amplitude measurements than for the
travel-time measurements, given the highly localized perturbation in sound speed that we
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2.4 Example calculations
Figure 2.10: (a) Deep-focusing travel-time perturbation δτ and (b) amplitude perturba-
tion δa due to a 0.2 % decrease in sound speed in a thin shell at radius r0 = 0.7 R and
defined by Equation 2.37. The vertical lines indicate the width of the negative sound-
speed perturbation (r0 ± s). (c) Signal-to-noise ratios for the deep-focusing travel-time
and amplitude perturbations versus target depth, for an observation duration T = four
years. (d) The thick black circle of thickness 2s = 0.06 R indicates the location of the
shell of sound-speed perturbation. The blue shades show a cut through a deep-focusing
travel-time sensitivity kernel with target radius zt = 0.85 R.
chose in this section.
2.4.7 Sound-speed anomaly in a shell at radius r0 = 0.7 R
The search for solar-cycle changes at the bottom of the solar convection zone is a key
question in helioseismology. In this section we consider a shell of perturbation in sound





− (‖r‖ − r0)2 /2s2
)
, (2.37)
where A2 = 0.002 and s = 0.03 R. This shell of negative sound-speed perturbation is il-
lustrated in Figure 2.10(d). As in the previous section the radial extent of this perturbation
is of the order of a wavelength.
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The corresponding travel-time and amplitude perturbations, as well as the noise levels
for T = four years, are shown in Figures 2.10(a) and 2.10(b). We see that the travel-time
and amplitude signals peak below zt = 0.7 R: the deep-focusing averaging scheme is not
unbiased. For a shell-like perturbation, the signal-to-noise ratio is twice as large for the
travel-time measurements as for the amplitude measurements (Figure 2.10(c)).
2.5 Conclusion
In this article we considered toy models in a uniform background medium to study the
localization and noise properties of the deep-focusing time–distance technique. We con-
sidered two measurement quantities extracted from the cross-covariance function: travel
times and amplitudes. The sensitivity kernels for sound speed were derived under the first
Born approximation.
We computed the spatial sensitivity of travel-time and amplitude to perturbations in
sound speed with respect to a uniform background medium. We find that the travel-time
sensitivity to sound-speed perturbations is zero at the target location and negative in a
surrounding region with diameter Lτ ≈ (λ0D)1/2, where λ0 is the wavelength and D is
the travel distance between the points used in the deep-focusing averaging. On the other
hand, the amplitude sensitivity peaks at the target location and is negative in a region
with diameter La ≈ (λ0D/2)1/2, resulting in a higher signal-to-noise ratio for small-scale
perturbations. We conclude that amplitude measurements are a useful complement to
travel-time measurements in local helioseismology.
In future studies, we intend to extend this work to a standard solar model using ac-
curate computations of Green’s functions in the frequency domain. We also intend to
study the capability of the deep-focusing technique to recover flows in the solar inte-
rior. Deep-focusing travel times have already been used to recover meridional circula-
tion (e.g. Rajaguru and Antia 2015). No significant improvement is expected from using
deep-focusing amplitude measurements to recover such slowly varying flows. However,
amplitude measurements should help resolve flows that vary on scales smaller than the
wavelength, e.g. convective flows.
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The Sun’s meridional flow is the axisymmetric poloidal component of motion. It has been
hypothesised to transport toroidal magnetic flux towards the equator near the bottom of
the convection zone, producing the sunspot butterfly diagram. However, a debate rages as
to the structure of the flow inferred from helioseismology. Here we determine the merid-
ional flow over the last two sunspot cycles using two data sets (SOHO/MDI and GONG).
Confidence in the results is provided by their agreement during the overlap period 2001–
2011. The flow in each sunspot cycle is equatorward at the base of the convection zone
with an amplitude of about 4 m/s at latitude 45◦. This is consistent with flux-transport dy-
namo models, provided the toroidal magnetic flux is stored below 0.8 solar radius, where
the flow is measured to be equatorward.
3.1 Report
The rotation of the Sun interacts with convection to drive global-scale axisymmetric flows
(Ruediger 1989). These are the Sun’s differential rotation (the poles rotate once every 34
days, the equator every 25 days) and meridional flow. The differential rotation (Thompson
et al. 1996) plays an essential role in the solar dynamo: it winds up poloidal magnetic flux
to create toroidal magnetic fields. The role of the meridional flow at the surface is to
transport poloidal magnetic flux towards the poles. The role of the subsurface meridional
flow is less certain — it might or might not play a crucial role. In the class of models
known as flux-transport dynamos, it plays the critical role of advecting the subsurface
toroidal field equatorwards, thus explaining the observed equatorward drift of the butterfly
wings and setting the period of the dynamo (Wang et al. 1991, Choudhuri et al. 1995).
The flux-transport dynamo model makes testable predictions in this regard. Firstly, the
flow should be equatorward near the base of the convection zone and, secondly, it should
have the correct amplitude to reproduce the observed drift of the butterfly wings.
1This chapter reproduces the submitted version of the article Meridional flow in the Sun’s convection
zone is a single cell in each hemisphere by L. Gizon, R. H. Cameron, M. Pourabdian, Z.-C. Liang, D.
Fournier, A. C. Birch, and C. S. Hanson, published in Science, 368 (6498), 1469-1472 (2020). Contribution
statement: MP developed the inversion setup and inverted the travel times in collaboration with DF. MP
also contributed to the interpretation of the results and to the writing of the article.
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Testing these predictions has proved to be difficult. From the theoretical side the
meridional flow is difficult to compute from first principles, as it results from a small im-
balance between two large terms (Kitchatinov 2016). Both one-cell and two-cell merid-
ional flow geometries have been advocated by theory and numerical simulations (Kitchati-
nov 2016, Pipin and Kosovichev 2018, Featherstone and Miesch 2015). The basic prob-
lem from the theoretical side lies in the difficulty of correctly modeling the effect of ro-
tation on the turbulent convection. From the observational side the question has been
tackled with helioseismology, i.e. the use of solar acoustic oscillations to infer flows and
other perturbations in the solar interior. Giles et al. (1997) demonstrated the capability
of time-distance helioseismology to detect the meridional flow throughout the convection
zone using SOHO/MDI space observations for the month of June 1996. Later studies
inferred the meridional flow over different time periods and from different data sets; see
Böning (2017) for a survey of observational results. Using the more recent SDO/HMI
space observations starting from 2010, several authors reported conflicting geometries for
the meridional flow: one or two cells in the radial direction (Zhao et al. 2013, Jackiewicz
et al. 2015, Rajaguru and Antia 2015, Chen and Zhao 2017, Mandal et al. 2018). Liang
et al. (2018) joined the MDI data with the HMI data (overlap of only one year in 2010)
and found an inferred flow structure that is different between the two data sets. These
differences may result from different instrumental systematic errors, the calibration of the
observations, and different assumptions in the data analysis.
To establish whether a helioseismic inference is trustworthy, it is essential to compare
the answers from two independent data sets, covering an extended overlap period. In-
deed, the comparison between the data from MDI and from the ground stations operated
by the Global Oscillation Network Group (GONG, Harvey et al. (1996)) was key in val-
idating the global mode inversions for subsurface differential rotation and their temporal
variations (Howe 2009).
In this paper we study the structure and time variability of the meridional flow at
the base of the convection zone, using the latest helioseismic techniques. The raw ob-
servations for this study are Dopplergrams at reduced spatial resolution, which provide
information about acoustic modes with spherical harmonic degrees up to 300. We re-
strict ourselves to reduced resolution data because they are known to be less prone to
instrumental errors (Giles 2000). We considered the three main data sets: MDI, HMI,
and GONG. The MDI medium-degree program consists of Dopplergrams with 192× 192
pixels per frame for the period May 1996 to April 2011 (Kosovichev et al. 1997). After
April 2003, the SOHO spacecraft was rotated by 180◦ every three months: we only use
the observations when MDI was right-side up to ensure consistency of the data (Liang
and Chou 2015). The HMI data we use here cover the period from May 2010 to April
2019. They were processed by the HMI Team to have a format (204× 204 pixels) similar
to the MDI medium-degree data (Scherrer et al. 2012). The third dataset is constructed
from the merged fully calibrated GONG++ Dopplergrams for August 2001 to April 2019
(839 × 839 pixels) (Harvey et al. 1998) by applying Gaussian smoothing and downsam-
pling to 200 × 200 pixels.
The MDI, HMI, and GONG images are remapped onto the same heliographic coordi-
nate system (scale of 0.6◦ per pixel) and tracked at the Carrington rotation rate (456.03 nHz).
In doing so, the MDI data are corrected to account for a misalignment of the instrument
with respect to the spacecraft corresponding to a 0.20◦ error in the solar P angle. As de-
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scribed by Liang et al. (2017), this was determined using HMI images as reference during
the 2010 overlap period. The orientation of HMI images is known to better than 0.01◦
thanks to the Venus transit from 5 – 6 June 2012 (Couvidat et al. 2016). In addition, MDI,
HMI and GONG images are all corrected for a 0.08◦ error in the inclination of the solar
rotation axis to the ecliptic with respect to the traditional value of 7.25◦ measured by R.
C. Carrington in 1863 (Section 3.2).
The above data are analyzed using time-distance helioseismology (Duvall et al. 1993).
Solar subsurface flows leave their signature in the time it takes for acoustic waves to
travel between two points on the surface, A and B. The Doppler velocity signals at A and
B are cross-correlated to measure the travel times both from A to B and in the opposite
direction. The difference between the two travel times is mostly sensitive to the flows near
the geometrical ray path that connects A and B through the interior. To learn about the
meridional flow, we consider points separated in latitude, using the quadrant geometry
described in detail by Liang et al. (2018). In particular, the angular width of the arc
geometry is 30◦. The points in locations of strong magnetic fields are excluded from the
quadrant averages (Liang and Chou 2015). We measure the south minus north travel-time
difference, τ(∆, λ), where ∆ is the angular distance between the quadrants and λ is the
latitude of the mid point. Using a one-parameter fit (Gizon and Birch 2004) to the cross-
correlation functions computed daily, we measure the travels times for angular distances
in the range from 6◦ to 42◦ and latitudes within ±54◦. The south-north travel times are
corrected for the center-to-limb effect determined from the travel-time differences in the
east-west direction (Zhao et al. 2012), see Figure 3.5.
Figures 3.1A to 3.1C show the measured travel times averaged over three ranges of
travel distances at low latitudes in the north and south. To compare the travel times from
the different instruments, we included in the averages shown in this figure only those
days when travel times are available for two instruments: GONG and MDI (right side up)
during 2001–2011, and GONG and HMI after 2010. The travel times have been binned
down to a sampling of 2.9 years to aid in the comparison of the three data sets. The
signs of the measured travel times are consistent with a poleward meridional flow near
the surface. The time variations are related to the sunspot number (Figure 3.1D) as a
result of the surface inflows into active regions (Gizon 2004). The most important finding
from Figures 3.1A to 3.1C (and Figure 3.6) is that the MDI and GONG observations are
in good agreement during their overlap period from 2001 to 2011 (Section 3.2). The
agreement is at a level of 0.1 s, a number which is much smaller than the 1σ error bars
which reflect the realization noise due to the random excitation of the (same) acoustic
waves. In contrast, the HMI travel times are offset with respect to the GONG travel
times, with very small values in the northern hemisphere. From this point on, we set
aside the HMI travel times as we were unable to find the source of this inconsistency. For
the period from May 1996 to May 2001, we also considered data from the early GONG
network with lower-resolution cameras. The corresponding travel times are consistent
with the MDI data for the same period, however they are more noisy (Section 3.2). All of
the above considerations lead us to combine the MDI data from May 1996 to April 2003
and the GONG data thereafter.
The travel times are linearly related to the meridional flow via three-dimensional
travel-time sensitivity kernels, computed in the first Born approximation to account for
finite wavelength effects (Fournier et al. 2018). These kernels are constructed to be con-
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Figure 3.1: Averages of the helioseismic travel times. The observations are split into
eight segments of 2.9 years and are averaged over latitudes λ = 10◦ to 25◦ in each hemi-
sphere. For the three segments between 2002 and 2010, only the days when travel times
for both MDI (right side up) and GONG are available are included in the averages. For
the three segments from 2010, only the days when travel times for both HMI and GONG
are available are included in the averages. The three top panels show these travel times
averaged over angular distances ∆ in the range (A) from 6◦ to 18◦, (B) from 18◦ to 30◦,
and (C) from 30◦ to 42◦. (D) Monthly sunspot number versus time, displaying sunspot
cycles 23 and 24.
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sistent with the travel-time measurement procedure (a one-parameter fit). They rely on the
accurate computation of Green’s functions using a finite-element solver in the frequency
domain (Gizon et al. 2017). In order to formulate the inverse problem in matrix form, we
represent the radial and colatitudinal components of the meridional flow, Ur and Uθ, as
linear combinations of cubic B-splines in the radial direction in the convection zone and
Legendre polynomials in the theta direction. The base of the convection zone is fixed at
radius rb = 0.713R determined by global helioseismology (Christensen-Dalsgaard et al.
1991). Symbolically, the full set of travel times (vector τ, no averaging over λ or ∆) is
related to the flow coefficients (vector u) via the linear equation τ = Ku + n, where K is
a matrix of kernel coefficients and n is the noise vector. The noise is specified through a
model for the noise covariance matrix (Fournier et al. 2014), scaled on the diagonal using
the observations. With all these ingredients at hand we can solve the inverse problem un-
der the physical constraints that the flow is mass conserving and that it does not cross the
convection zone boundaries. A trade-off between noise and bias exists and is chosen via
a regularization parameter α. Linear inversions were validated using synthetic data (Sec-
tion 3.2). We made two choices for the regularization parameter. With the first choice,
α = α11, it is possible to unambiguously distinguish between one- and two-cell flow pro-
files with 11 years of data, with a noise level of about 1.5 m/s at the base of the convection
zone. The second choice, α = α3, is applied to data segments of three years; it is such that
the bias is maintained while the noise increases to 2.5 m/s. These small errors are consis-
tent with previous estimates. The noise level for inferences of a meridional flow covering
the bottom quarter of the convection zone was estimated by Braun and Birch (2008) to be
about 1 m/s for twelve years of observations, without accounting for mass conservation.
Woodard (2009) found very similar error estimates based on mode-coupling analysis.
Figure 3.2A shows the inferred Uθ in the convection zone, averaged over each cycle.
The first seven years uses MDI data, the remainder the GONG data. For each cycle, the
flow takes the form of a single cell in each hemisphere: poleward at the surface (Fig-
ure 3.3C) and equatorward at the base of the convection zone (Figure 3.3A). This result
does not depend in which of the four seasons the observations were made (Section 3.2).
The flow switches sign near 0.79 solar radius (Figure 3.3B), which is consistent with pre-
vious inversions that employed the constraint of mass conservation (Rajaguru and Antia
2015, Mandal et al. 2018). The latitudinal flow profile at the base of the convection zone is
well approximated by Ub sin 2θwith Ub = 4.8±1.0 m/s for cycle 23 and Ub = 3.6±1.0 m/s
for cycle 24 (Figure 3.3A). As seen from the stream functions in Figure 3.2B, the bound-
ary between the two cells lies near the equator. To further investigate the time variations,
we show the three-year averages in Figures 3.2C and 3.2D and Figures 3.3D and 3.3E.
The noise is higher than for the eleven-year averages, as expected. Except for the period
near minimum of activity between the two cycles, we see a single cell in each hemisphere.
At the surface, the variations of Uθ at 30◦ latitude are significant and anti-correlated with
the sunspot number (Figure 3.3E). We note that in the middle of the convection zone (see
Figure 3.8), the meridional flow averaged over cycle 24 is poleward in the north and very
weak in the south. Looking at the three-year averages, there is an apparent decrease of the
amplitude of Uθ from about 2004 during the decaying phase of cycle 23. This decrease is
seen in both MDI and GONG data.
The agreement between MDI (right side up) and GONG is better for angular distances
∆ ≤ 30◦ than for ∆ = 30◦ – 42◦ (see Figure 3.1). As shown by Liang et al. (2018) using a
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Figure 3.2: Inferred meridional flow in the solar convection zone. The first seven
years consist of MDI data, the next 16 years of GONG data. (A) Flow Uθ for each sunspot
cycle (for Ur see Figure 3.7). (B) Stream function ψ for each sunspot cycle, defined by
ρU = ∇× [φ̂ ψ/(r sin θ)], where ρ is the density and φ̂ is the unit vector in the longitudinal
direction. The stream function is normalized to its maximum absolute value. Panels C
and D show the temporal variations using three-year segments.
ray theory approach, travel distances less than 30◦ are capable of distinguishing between
single- and double-cell models. Thus, we also performed inversions for ∆ ≤ 30◦ only.
The results, given in Figures 3.9 to 3.12, confirm the single-cell solution for each cycle
for the MDI and GONG data. In addition, the inversions for MDI and GONG restricted
to the days in common and separation distances ∆ ≤ 30◦ are almost indistinguishable
(Figure 3.13).
Figure 3.4A shows the surface Uθ smoothed in time with a low pass filter (5 years)
and its relation to the sunspot butterfly pattern. The time variations of the flow occur near
the bands of activity, are largely antisymmetric across the equator, and can be understood
as local inflows around active regions. These inflows are likely driven by the horizontal
pressure gradients caused by the surface magnetic field (Spruit 2003, Gizon and Rempel
2008). They are possibly related to the time variations of the zonal flows (Vorontsov
et al. 2002). The smoothed Uθ at the base of the convection zone has much smaller
and less significant time variations (Figure 3.4B). As said above, the basic idea of flux-
transport dynamo models is that the toroidal flux is transported by Uθ at the base of the
convection zone to explain the butterfly diagram at the surface. To test this idea, we
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Figure 3.3: Cuts through the solutions shown in Figure 3.2A and 3.2C. (A) Lati-
tudinal dependence of Uθ at the base of the convection zone for cycles 23 and 24. (B)
Radial dependence of Uθ at ±30◦ latitude, for each cycle. The flow switches sign near
r = 0.79R. (C) Latitudinal dependence of Uθ at the surface, for each cycle. (D) Time
dependence at ±30◦ latitude at the base of the convection zone. Both the cycle averages
(Cyc 23 and Cyc 24) and the three-year averages are shown. (E) Time dependence of Uθ
at ±30◦ latitude at the surface.
used Uθ from each cycle averaged from the bottom of the convection zone to 0.8R to
drive a 1-D mean-field equation governing the evolution of the longitudinal component
of the magnetic field (Section 3.2). The observed surface radial magnetic field obtained
from the KP/NSO, SOLIS and HMI telescopes was used. To compare the model with the
observations, Figure 3.4C shows the observed toroidal flux at the surface obtained from
WSO observations, which corresponds to the rate of flux emergence through the surface
(Cameron et al. 2018). The latitude of the peak subsurface toroidal field shows a clear
equatorial propagation consistent with the equatorward drift of the emergence band.
The inferred one-cell meridional flow in each hemisphere is able to explain the equa-
torial migration of the sunspots under a simple flux-transport model. Neither latitudinal
turbulent pumping nor dynamo-wave behaviour is required as the dominant cause of the
equatorial migration of sunspots.
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Figure 3.4: Solar butterfly diagram in relation to the inferred meridional flow. (A)
Contours of line-of-sight magnetic field at the surface and Uθ averaged over the top 2%.
The flow inversion uses all travel distances (MDI first 7 years, GONG next 16 years) and
variations on time scales faster than 5 years are filtered out. The inflows into active region
latitudes dominate the time dependence of Uθ. The dashed line shows where Uθ = 0. (B)
Same contours of the magnetic field at the surface and Uθ averaged over rb ≤ r ≤ 0.8R
(dashed line where Uθ = 0). (C) Toroidal field from WSO observations (Cameron et al.
2018) and, superimposed, latitudes at which the toroidal field from the flux transport
model, based on the measured Uθ, is maximum. The solid green curves and the error
bars (dashed green) are the median and the 16 and 84 percentiles, obtained from 300
realizations of the flow.
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3.2.1 Helioseismic travel times
Correction of Carrington element. We note that Kholikov and Hill (2014) measured
the travel times from the GONG data. They reported a strong seasonal dependence of
the travel times connected to the B0 angle. For the small travel distances, this seasonal
dependence can be largely attributed to a known 0.08◦ error in the Carrington element
describing the inclination of the Sun’s rotation axis to the ecliptic (see, e.g., Fig. 2 of
Hathaway and Rightmire (2010)). We corrected for this effect in our study, following
Liang et al. (2019) (Appendix A.1 of Liang et al. (2019)).
Consistency between MDI and GONG++ travel times. Here we compare the MDI
(right side up) and GONG++ travel times shown in Figure 3.1 for the three time segments
between 2002 and 2010, which use only the days when travel times are available for both
instruments. We denote the MDI travel times by τi and the GONG++ travel times by τ′i ,
where i = 1, 2, 3 labels the time segments for particular ranges in latitude and distance.
The corresponding standard deviations are σi and σ′i . For each i, the random errors in
measurements τi and τ′i are strongly correlated because the noise is associated with the
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same realization of acoustic sources inside the Sun. The correlation coefficient between
τi and τ′i , denoted by ρi, is measured to be approximately 0.9.






(τi − τ′i), (3.1)
where N = 3 is the number of independent time segments. In the absence of bias (the null











The ratio d/σ indicates the level at which the null-hypothesis that τi and τ′i have the
same mean can be rejected. Table 3.1 gives these quantities for different distance and
latitude ranges. We see that the MDI and GONG++ travel times agree at the 2σ level.
In particular, for the most important distance range of 18◦ to 30◦, the travel times have a
mean difference d ' 0.07 s, which is a very tight constraint on the systematic differences
(see also section on the comparison of inversions of the two datasets). The exception
is the distance range 30◦ to 42◦ in the northern hemisphere where the null hypothesis
can be rejected at the 3σ level, however these distances do not contribute strongly to the
inversions (see Section 3.2.5 ‘Tests with synthetics’).
Figure ∆ d σ d/σ
3.1A North [6◦, 18◦] −0.018 s 0.043 s −0.4
South [6◦, 18◦] 0.015 s 0.046 s 0.3
3.1B North [18◦, 30◦] 0.065 s 0.037 s 1.8
South [18◦, 30◦] 0.075 s 0.042 s 1.8
3.1C North [30◦, 42◦] 0.244 s 0.067 s 3.6
South [30◦, 42◦] −0.103 s 0.069 s −1.5
Table 3.1: Consistency test between MDI and GONG++ travel times, averaged as in
Figure 3.1 A to C, for individual hemispheres and distance ranges.
Early GONG data. Since we use medium-resolution Dopplergrams in this paper, we
also considered the early GONG data, also called GONG-Classic data, available from 7
May 1995 until 13 June 2001 (Hughes et al. 2016). In Figure 3.14, we show a version of
Figure 3.1 including the GONG-Classic travel times from 1 May 1996 to 31 May 2001.
As can be seen, the agreement for the days in common with MDI (right-side up) is rea-
sonable. However the noise in the GONG-Classic data is somewhat higher than MDI by
a factor of 1.5 to 2, because GONG-Classic has less acoustic power at larger spherical
harmonic degrees. Thus we keep the combination of MDI (right-side up) and GONG++
for the Cycle-23 averages.
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3.2.2 Discretization of the meridional flow
To parametrize the meridional flow we introduce the basis functions
φ j(r, θ) = Qk(r)Pl(cos θ), j := (k, l), (3.3)
where the Qk are cubic B-splines in the radial direction (with 18 knots uniformly-spaced
from rb = 0.713R to R) and the Pl are Legendre polynomials of degrees up to l = 15 in









w j φ j(r, θ), (3.5)
where the w j and v j are the flow coefficients to be determined. Each flow component is
described by M = NrNh coefficients, where Nr = 18 + 2 = 20 and Nh = 16 are the number
of basis functions in the radial and horizontal directions.
3.2.3 Forward problem
The forward problem of time-distance helioseismology relates a flow model (described
by the flow coefficients w j and v j) to the travel times through sensitivity kernels. These
three-dimensional kernels are obtained using the first Born approximation to account for
finite-wavelength effects (Gizon et al. 2017). They depend on the accurate computation of
Green’s functions. For this, we use the finite-element solver Montjoie in the frequency do-
main (Chabassier and Durufle 2016) and a realistic background solar model (Christensen-
Dalsgaard et al. 1996). Since the meridional flow is axisymmetric, the kernels are aver-
aged over longitude (Fournier et al. 2018) to obtain the two-dimensional kernels K r and






(K ri Ur +K
θ
i Uθ) drdθ, (3.6)
where the index i corresponds to a particular combination of (λ,∆). Only frequencies in
the range 2 – 5 mHz are kept to account for the details of the measurement procedure.
Example kernels are shown in Figure 3.15.
The travel times τi have noise ni due to the stochastic nature of solar oscillations. The
noise is specified by the N × N covariance matrix
Λi j = E[nin j], (3.7)
where E denotes the expectation value. It is computed under the assumption of stationary
and spatially homogeneous sources of wave excitation (Fournier et al. 2014).
Combining equations (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6), we recast the problem in matrix form:
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where τ = [τ1 · · · τN]T is the vector of travel times, u is the vector of flow coefficients
of length 2M, and n is the noise vector. The matrix K = [Kr Kθ] is a matrix of kernel
coefficients of size N × 2M, whose elements are obtained by projecting the above kernels








i φ j drdθ, (3.9)
where β refers to either r or θ.
3.2.4 Inverse problem
To invert for the travel times, we use the regularized least squares method (Tarantola 2005)
and seek flow coefficients u that minimize
‖Λ−1/2(Ku − τ)‖2 + α‖Du‖2, (3.10)
where ‖ · ‖ is the discrete L2 norm, D is a regularization matrix, and α is a regularization
parameter. We choose Du to be the discretization of the weighted flow vorticity (∂r(rUθ)−
10∂θUr)/r, which accounts for the fact that Ur is much smaller than Uθ throughout most
of the convection zone.
The minimization of the cost function is subject to the linear constrains Cu = 0 (mass
conservation) and S u = 0 (flow confined to the convection zone). These constraints are
implemented via Lagrange multipliers vectors κ and µ to be determined.
Projecting the equation for mass conservation divρU = 0 onto the basis functions and
integrating by parts, we obtain the constraint in matrix form:
Cu = 0, (3.11)






φi ∂βφ j ρr2 sin θ drdθ (3.12)
and ∂β stands for either the r or θ component of the gradient in polar coordinates.
The matrix S imposes that the flow does not cross the convection zone boundaries,
S u = 0. (3.13)













with S 1 and S 2 obtained by projecting the flow Ur at the bottom and top of the convection
zone onto Legendre polynomials, and S 3 and S 4 are obtained by projecting the flow Uθ
on the rotation axis onto the B-splines:
S 1l′,(k,l) = δl′lQk(rb) (3.15)
S 2l′,(k,l) = δl′lQk(R) (3.16)
S 3k′,(k,l) = δk′kPl(1) (3.17)
S 4k′,(k,l) = δk′kPl(−1). (3.18)
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single-cell double-cell
ri/R Fi ri/R Fi
1.000 −15 1.000 −15
0.880 −7 0.980 −14
0.800 0 0.915 0
0.713 4.877942 0.850 10
0.800 0
0.713 −2.361903
Table 3.2: Coordinates of points used to construct the radial profiles of the two synthetic
flow models
The matrix S has size (2Nr + 2Nh) × 2M.
The saddle point of the cost function with respect to the flow coefficients u and the
Lagrange multipliers κ and µ leads to the matrix equationK












The system is solved by inverting the above matrix, for different values of the regu-
larization parameter α. This parameter α is chosen a posteriori by studying the trade-off
between noise and bias using test cases with synthetic data, see section below.
The noise on the solution can be obtained by noticing that there exist two matrices V
and W such that v = Vτ and w = Wτ. The errors on the inferred flow components are
then given by
Var Uθ(r, θ) = φ(r, θ)T VΛVT φ(r, θ) (3.20)
Var Ur(r, θ) = φ(r, θ)T WΛWT φ(r, θ), (3.21)
where φ(r, θ) denotes the vector of basis functions.
3.2.5 Tests with synthetics
We adopt the flexible framework from Liang et al. (2018) (Sect. 4.1) to construct flow
models to test the inversions. Here we consider two models, a single-cell model and
double-cell model. The colatitudinal component of the velocity is of the form Uθ(r, θ) =
F(r)G(θ) with G(θ) = sin θ sin 2θ. The radial profiles F(r) are constructed by choosing
some values Fi at fixed points ri and connecting them by cubic spline interpolation (see
Table 3.2 and Appendix A of Liang et al. (2018)). The radial component Ur is determined
through mass conservation and the condition that the flow does not cross the convection
zone boundary. The resulting flows are scaled so that the maximum value of Uθ at the
surface is 15 m/s.
To validate the inversion method and choose the regularization parameters in order
to be able to reconstruct both the single- and double-cell meridional flow profiles, we
generate synthetic travel times with realistic noise. The travel times are obtained using
the sensitivity kernels and adding Gaussian noise with zero-mean and the appropriate co-
variance matrix. The noise level corresponds to either 3 or 11 years of observations. To
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choose the regularization parameter α, we investigate the trade-off between bias and prop-
agated noise for a wide range of regularization parameters. Using 900 realizations of the
noise, we construct the average inverted flow profile and the corresponding variance. As
seen in Figure 3.16 on radial cuts at 30◦ latitude, the selected choices of regularization
parameters α3 and α11 are capable of distinguishing between the two models. The bias
is approximately the same for the two regularizations, the difference is in the noise level.
The inversions perform well also in the case when only distances ∆ ≤ 30◦ are used (Fig-
ure 3.17). The large-distance travel times do not contribute significantly to the inversions
because they have large error bars and the deep flow is determined by the shorter-distance
travel times given the constraint of mass conservation.
3.2.6 Inversions of observed travel times
Inversions for different seasons. The meridional flow inversions for each season (stream
functions) are shown in Figure 3.18. The flow has a single-cell structure in all four sea-
sons, confirming that the correction for the 0.08◦ error in the Carrington element describ-
ing the inclination angle of the sun’s rotation axis is adequate.
Inversions for different sets. We saw earlier that the GONG++ and MDI (right-
side up) travel times are in excellent agreement for distances less than 30◦ and days in
common. Figure 3.13A shows the inverted stream functions, which indicate that the flows
are also in excellent agreement. On the other hand, the bias between HMI and GONG++
travel times seen in Figure 3.1 leads to incompatible flow solutions, see Figure 3.13B.
We note that the GONG++ solutions for the period covered by MDI and for the period
covered by HMI look very similar.
3.2.7 Flux-transport dynamo model
In modeling the effect of the time-dependent meridional circulation on the subsurface
toroidal magnetic field, we follow the approach detailed in Cameron and Schüssler (2017).
In this framework the evolution of the toroidal field is determined by the one-dimensional
mean-field MHD equation assuming that the source term for the toroidal field is the wind-
ing up of poloidal field by differential rotation. The evolution equation for the subsurface


































where Br is the radial magnetic field at the surface, ΩS is the rotation rate at the surface,
ΩNSSL is the rotation rate at the base of the near-surface shear layer, η is the turbulent
diffusivity (here we use 100 km2/s), and td = 22 yr is the decay time of the toroidal field
due to, for example, flux loss through the photosphere (Cameron et al. 2018). Our results
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are rather insensitive to the choice of td. We assume that the poloidal field lines turn over
near the base of near-surface shear layer at r = 0.95R. The relevant part of the meridional
velocity, Vθ is given by
Vθ = RUθ/r, (3.23)
where the overbar is a radial average weighted by Bφ over the range where it is stored
(Cameron and Schüssler 2017). The radial field measurements are taken from a com-
bination of KPVT/NSO and SOLIS synoptic observations extended using HMI synoptic
observations and cover the time from 1974 on. We began the simulations from b = 0
in 1974, and use the average of Vθ over the two cycles for the period before 1996, after
which we use the meridional flow Uθ measured in this paper for cycles 23 and 24.
To determine Vθ, the depth range over which the toroidal field is stored is needed.
Since this is poorly known, we performed a parameter study and found that using the
depth range between the bottom of the convection zone and 0.8R provided a good match
with the observations. This depth range is roughly consistent with the range where Hotta
(2017) argues that the solar convection zone is subadiabatic and is therefore likely to be a
good place to store toroidal field.
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3.3 Supplementary materials: Supplementary figures
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Figure 3.5: GONG travel times averaged over each cycle as a function of distance and
latitude/longitude. Top: south-north travel times. Middle: antisymmetrized east-west
travel times, representing the center-to-limb variations. Bottom: center-to-limb corrected
travel times. All maps are smoothed for clarity. The color scale for each row is shown on
the right.
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∆ = 18 ◦−30 ◦






∆ = 18 ◦−30 ◦










∆ = 30 ◦−42 ◦







∆ = 30 ◦−42 ◦
Figure 3.6: Comparison of measured travel times during the overlap periods, GONG++
vs. MDI (left panels) and GONG++ vs. HMI (right panels). Only the days when both
data sets are available are used.
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Figure 3.7: Inversion for the radial velocity Ur using MDI (first seven years) and GONG
data, for each cycle.

















A using all ∆r = 0.86 R¯ , λ= ±30 ◦











B using ∆ 30
◦





Figure 3.8: Cuts through the solution shown in Figure 3.2A and 3.2C at radius 0.86R
and latitudes λ = ±30◦.
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Figure 3.9: Same as Figure 3.2 but using ∆ ≤ 30◦ only.



























B λ= ±30 ◦







C r = R¯

















D r = 0.713 R¯ , λ= ±30 ◦














Figure 3.10: Same as Figure 3.3 but using ∆ ≤ 30◦ only.
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Figure 3.11: Same as Figure 3.7 but using ∆ ≤ 30◦ only.
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Figure 3.12: Same as Figure 3.4 but ∆ ≤ 30◦ only.
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of stream functions ψ, inferred from intersecting data sets using
∆ ≤ 30◦ only. (A) GONG++ and MDI (August 2001 to April 2011). (B) GONG++ and
HMI (May 2010 to April 2019). In each case, only the days during which both data sets
are available are used.
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Figure 3.14: Same as Figure 3.1 but including the GONG-Classic data.
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Figure 3.15: Example travel-time sensitivity kernels K r and K θ for a mid-point latitude
λ = 10◦ and a separation distance ∆ = 30◦. We show K r/10 and K θ on the same scale,
since Ur is about an order of magnitude smaller than Uθ. The numbers are given in units
of 10−9 s2/m2 and only spherical harmonic degrees up to l = 15 are used.
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Figure 3.16: Inversion tests using synthetic travel times. (A) Input one-cell meridional
flow model (true solution), inferred flow for a three-year noise level (one realization), and
inferred flow for an 11-year noise level (one realization). (B) Same as A, but for an input
two-cell meridional flow model. (C) Radial cuts of Uθ at ±30◦ latitude showing the mean
and standard deviation over 900 realizations (solid lines and shading), compared to the
input flow profile (dashed curves). (D) Same as C for the two-cell meridional flow model.
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Figure 3.17: Same as Figure 3.16, except that only separation distances ∆ ≤ 30◦ were
used. The realizations of travel-time noise used to produce panels A and B are different
than those used for panels A and B from Figure 3.16. Panels C and D are averages over
900 realizations.
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Figure 3.18: Stream function of the inverted flows using individual seasons from 23 years
of MDI and GONG++ data, where the months covered by each season are November to
January (winter; |B0| < 4◦), February to April (spring; B0 < −4◦), May to July (summer;
|B0| < 4◦), and August to October (fall; B0 > 4◦).
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4 Helioseismic inversions for the solar
meridional flow using synthetic data
1
Abstract
Inconsistent inferences of the solar meridional flow have been reported in the literature,
especially for the deeper layers of the convection zone. This is due to differences in
the travel-time measurements and in the inversion procedure. Here, we tune and validate
helioseismic inversions for the solar meridional flow using synthetic travel times and Born
sensitivity kernels. Synthetic travel times are generated with realistic noise which is due
to the stochastic nature of solar oscillations. We test the importance of the regularization
term as well as the mass conservation and the boundary constraint. We find that the mass
conservation constraint is necessary to reconstruct the radial component of the meridional
flow and also improves the reconstruction of the horizontal component. To avoid fast flow
variations in latitude, the weighted flow vorticity is introduced in the regularization term
of the inverse problem. With the same bias in the solution, the weighted flow vorticity
regularization matrix leads to smaller propagated errors (approximately two times) to the
radial component of the reconstructed flow compared to the other regularization matrices.
The results also suggest that imposing that the radial flow does not cross the base of
the convection zone is crucial to reconstruct the flow in the deep layers. Additionally,
we find that the travel times with separation distances larger than 30◦ do not contribute
significantly to the inversions because of the large noise of these travel times and the mass
conservation constraint.
4.1 Introduction
There is a fairly good understanding about the near-surface solar meridional flow since
the flow has been measured using different methods (e.g. Gizon and Birch 2005, Miesch
2005). However, this is not the case for the deep solar meridional flow. Different authors
have reported inconsistent inferences of the solar meridional flow for the deeper layers
of the convection zone using time–distance helioseismic inversions. They have reported
different geometries (single-cell or double-cell) for the meridional flow in the radial direc-
tion (Zhao et al. 2013, Jackiewicz et al. 2015, Rajaguru and Antia 2015, Chen and Zhao
1This chapter presents work done by M. Pourabdian, D. Fournier, Z.-C. Liang, L. Gizon, and T. Hohage.
Contribution statement: MP developed the inversion setup in collaboration with DF. MP accomplished the
numerical computations for the inversions and wrote the text.
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2017, Böning et al. 2017, Lin and Chou 2018, Mandal et al. 2018). The reasons for the
inconsistency in the reported results possibly stem from using different data sets, different
observation time, and systematic effects including the center-to-limb effects (e.g. Zhao
et al. 2012), instrumental misalignment (e.g. Giles et al. 1997, Beck and Giles 2005), and
surface magnetic field effects (e.g. Liang and Chou 2015).
In addition to the mentioned possible reasons for the inconsistent inferences of the
solar meridional flow, different helioseismic inversion setups may give different solutions
which affects the understanding of the total profile of the meridional flow. For instance,
the assumption of uncorrelated travel-time measurements may lead to underestimation
of the errors in the inversion solution by a factor of approximately 2 − 4 (Böning et al.
2017). Moreover, computing travel-time sensitivity kernels using the ray approximation,
which is a high-frequency approximation and gives sensitivity only along a ray path may
be insufficient (Birch et al. 2001). Instead, using the first-order Born approximation (e.g.
Gizon and Birch 2002), which is a single-scattering approximation and provides sensi-
tivities away from the geometrical ray path, does not have this limitation. As another
example, the radial component of the solar meridional flow is difficult to infer with time–
distance helioseismology (e.g. Giles 2000, Rajaguru and Antia 2015) as it is very smaller
than its horizontal counterpart. To be able to infer this component, the solution needs
to be constrained by mass conservation. Many other points can be raised regarding the
helioseismic inversions, such as how a regularization term would affect the solution or
how to choose the regularization parameter. Hence, tuning and validating the inversions
is fundamental before using the observational measurements.
In this chapter, we present the procedure and the corresponding test cases to develop
an inversion setup for inferences of the solar meridional flow using time–distance helio-
seismology. We tune and validate the helioseismic inversions using synthetic data. In
Section 4.2, the forward problem for the meridional flow and the utilized models are ex-
plained. The inversion procedure is described in Section 4.3. The results of different
test cases using synthetic travel times are presented in Section 4.4 and conclusions are
summarized in Section 4.5.
4.2 Forward problem
In time–distance helioseismology (Duvall et al. 1993), one measures travel times of the
wave packets traveling between any two points on the solar surface to infer the physical
properties of the solar interior. These travel times are shifted due to the perturbations in
the solar interior with respect to a reference model. For instance, let’s consider two points
on the solar surface like A and B and measure the travel times which take for acoustic
waves to travel from A to B and also from B to A. The difference between the two travel
times is sensitive to the subsurface meridional flow. In this sense, the southward minus
northward travel-time shifts, hereafter travel-time measurements, are used to probe the
subsurface meridional flow.
From an observational point of view, the northward and southward travel times are ex-
tracted from the averaged cross-covariance function between the oscillation signals (e.g.
Doppler velocity observations) by fitting a Gabor wavelet function (Kosovichev and Du-
vall 1997, Duvall et al. 1997) or using a one-parameter fit (Gizon and Birch 2004) to the
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Figure 4.1: Born sensitivity kernelsK r andK θ of a travel-time measurement for a pair of
points on the solar surface where the mid-point latitude and separation distance between
the points are 15.3◦ and 25.2◦, respectively. The kernels are computed in the spherical
harmonic space, up to degrees l = 15. The units of the kernels are in 10−9 s2/m2. For
illustrative purposes, the kernel K r is shown divided by a factor 10 since Ur is about 10
times smaller than Uθ. The oscillating bands seen in the kernels are due to the finite-
wavelength effects that provide sensitivity away from the local ray paths (green curves).
first-skip wave packet in the positive and negative time lags, respectively.
4.2.1 Modeling travel-time measurements using Born sensitivity ker-
nels
In time–distance helioseismology, the interpretation of the travel-time measurements is
based on solving the forward problem that determines the relationship between the travel-
time measurements and the subsurface properties such as the meridional flow of interest
in this study. Here, this relationship is given by the finite-wavelength Fréchet kernels in








K ri (r, θ)Ur(r, θ) +K
θ
i (r, θ)Uθ(r, θ)
)
drdθ + ni, i ∈ [1,N] (4.1)
where K r and K θ are longitudinally averaged sensitivity kernels, Ur(r, θ) and Uθ(r, θ) are
the radial and horizontal components of the meridional flow at 2D spatial location (r, θ),
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respectively. Here, we work in spherical-polar coordinates where r denotes the distance
from the solar center and θ denotes the colatitude. The index i is associated with travel-
time measurements [τi] with noise [ni]
τi = τ(θi,∆i), ni = n(θi,∆i), i ∈ [1,N] (4.2)
where N is the number of measurements and (θi,∆i) are coordinates of each travel-time
measurement. Each pair of points on the solar surface are separated by an angular distance
[∆i] and θi denotes the colatitude of the mid-point between the pair of points. Following
the framework of Liang et al. (2018), the travel distances [∆i] range from 6◦ to 42◦ in
increments of 0.6◦ while the colatitudes are in the range 30◦ < θi < 150◦ every 0.6◦. The
number of measurements get smaller for larger distances as both points have to be in the
range [30◦, 150◦].
The computation of the kernels follows the framework of Gizon et al. (2017). It
requires the knowledge of Green’s functions obtained from a wave equation with a solar
background model (e.g. the standard solar model S described by Christensen-Dalsgaard
et al. (1996)). The Green’s functions are computed using the finite element method with
the solver Montjoie (Chabassier and Durufle 2016). In order to have a modeled power
spectrum as close as possible to the observed one, we use the same filters in the kernel
computation as in the measurement procedure. Moreover, the measured linewidths of the
solar power spectrum are used to tune the attenuation in the wave equation. To accelerate
the computation of the kernels, we use the method proposed by Fournier et al. (2018).
Examples of the sensitivity kernels K r and K θ of a travel-time measurement are shown
in Figure 4.1.
4.2.2 Discretization of the model
The meridional flow components are expressed as linear combinations of basis functions
as explained in Section 3.2.2. Synthetic travel times introduced in Equation 4.1 are set in
a vector,
τ = [τ1 τ2...τN]T , (4.3)
where T denotes the transpose of a vector/matrix. The flow coefficients w j and v j, intro-
duced in Equations 3.4 and 3.5, are also sorted in a vector of length 2M given as
u = [w1 w2...wM v1 v2...vM]T , (4.4)
where M is the number of flow coefficients for each flow component. Using the decompo-
sition of the flow in Equations 3.4 and 3.5, the linear equation introduced in Equation 4.1
is written in matrix form as,
τ = Ku + n, (4.5)
where n = [n1 n2...nN]T is the corresponding noise vector of the travel times. The matrix
of kernel coefficients [K], of size N × 2M, contains the projection of the kernels onto the




Due to the stochastic excitation of solar oscillations, travel-time measurements are noisy
so we add a noise term to our synthetic travel times. In this study, we assume the noise is
Gaussian with zero mean and a realistic solar noise level, which is specified by the noise
covariance matrix [Λ]. The elements of the noise covariance matrix is obtained from
Equation 3.7 (Section 3.2.3).
This N × N matrix is computed using the theory from Fournier et al. (2014) that only
requires the knowledge of the expectation value of the cross-covariance for the reference
1D solar model. Using the convenient source of excitation introduced in Gizon et al.
(2017), the cross-covariance function is then directly related to the imaginary part of the
Green’s function.
Due to the foreshortening effect, the observational errors increase towards the limb
and this effect is not considered in the model by Fournier et al. (2014). Hence, we scale
the noise covariance matrix with a realistic noise level from the observations to take care
of the latitudinal dependence of the noise.
4.3 Inversion setup
To infer the subsurface meridional flow in the solar interior, the travel-time measurements
need to be inverted. Using the regularized least squares (RLS) method (e.g. Kosovichev
1996, Tarantola 2005), we seek to minimize the cost function
‖Λ−1/2(Ku − τ)‖2 + α‖Du‖2, (4.6)
with respect to flow coefficients u where ‖ · ‖ denotes the discrete L2 norm. The second
term in Equation 4.6 adds a regularization term to the misfit function ‖Λ−1/2(Ku − τ)‖2
with a regularization matrix [D] and a regularization parameter [α]. The regulation term
reduces the propagation of the noise from the travel-time measurements. The regulariza-
tion parameter is tuned to obtain the best trade-off between the misfit to the data and the
smoothness of the solution.
4.3.1 Regularization term
The choice of the regularization matrix [D] in the regularization term α‖Du‖2 is important
in RLS. In this study, we consider several choices for D.
4.3.1.1 Flow vorticity (∇ × U)ϕ and weighted flow vorticity
Denoting U = (Ur(r, θ),Uθ(r, θ)), one option for the regularization operator is that Du is
the discretization of the flow vorticity or another option is Du is the discretization of the
weighted flow vorticity. The equation for flow vorticity is
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where ϕ denotes the azimuthal direction in spherical-polar coordinates. We also introduce











where β is a factor to compensate the fact that Ur is smaller than Uθ. In this study, we
consider β = 10 in the case of the weighted flow vorticity unless it is specified by another
value in this chapter. The factor β = 10 accounts for the fact that Ur is about 10 times
smaller than Uθ. We study the effect of this factor on the inversions in Section 4.4.3. We
also define the scalar product for any two functions f (r, θ) and g(r, θ) as





f (r, θ)g(r, θ) r2 sin θ drdθ, (4.9)
where rb = 0.713R denotes the radius at the base of the convection zone (Christensen-
Dalsgaard et al. 1991).
By projecting the equation for the weighted flow vorticity (Equation 4.8) onto the
basis functions with respect to the scalar product, we obtain the weighted flow vorticity
in matrix form Du where D is the weighted flow vorticity regularization matrix of size



















with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ M. For obtaining the flow vorticity in matrix form Du where D is the flow
vorticity regularization matrix, we only need to choose β = 1 in Equation 4.10.
4.3.1.2 Flow gradient ∇U
Another choice for the regularization term is that Du is the discretization of the flow
gradient. The gradient of the radial and horizontal components of the flow with respect to

















By projecting Equation 4.12 onto the basis functions in the radial and horizontal direc-
tions, we obtain the flow gradient in matrix form Du where the flow gradient regulariza-
























with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ M.
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4.4 Inversion tests with synthetics
4.3.1.3 Flow Laplacian ∇2U















































where er and eθ are the unit vectors in spherical-polar coordinates.
With the same procedure and projecting the equation for the flow Laplacian onto the
basis functions, we obtain the flow Laplacian in matrix form Du, and the flow Laplacian































with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ M.
4.3.2 Inversion with constraints
As the contribution of the radial component of the meridional flow [Ur] to the travel-time
measurements is small, it is not feasible to determine this component directly from invert-
ing τ (Giles 2000). However, the flow components are not independent and they satisfy
the steady-state continuity equation. Following Section 3.2.4, we seek the subspace of U
that satisfies the mass conservation constraint introduced in matrix form in Equation 3.11.
To reduce the ill-posedness of the problem, we add four boundary constraints so that
the flow is confined to the convection zone, following Section 3.2.4 (see Equations 3.13
and 3.14).
The solution u of the saddle point problem is obtained by solving the matrix equation
introduced in Equation 3.19. To choose the regularization parameter [α], the linear system
in Equation 3.19 is solved for a wide range of values of [α]. To choose the optimal value
for the regularization parameter, a trade-off study between bias and error to the estimated
solution is needed.
4.4 Inversion tests with synthetics
4.4.1 Synthetic travel times
In this section, we consider different test cases and perform inversions to tune the linear
inversions. To generate synthetic travel times, we construct a single-cell and a double-cell
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meridional flow models following the framework of Liang et al. (2018). Section 3.2.5
briefly explains this framework and how to construct the two synthetic flow models used
in the test cases. Synthetic travel times are then generated using a meridional flow model
(single- or double-cell) and Born sensitivity kernels and adding a Gaussian noise with
zero-mean and the covariance matrix (see Equations 4.1 and 3.7).
To have better comparisons and also not to be dependent to the noise realizations of
travel times, we use the same set of noise realizations to generate the synthetic travel times
and we consider the mean reconstructed flow for 900 realizations of the noise. Also, the
noise level is fixed at a three-year noise level for all the test cases. To choose the optimal
regularization parameter, we approximately maintain the same bias for all the test cases.
The difference will then be in the propagated errors to the solutions. The propagated error
to the solution is obtained by computing the standard deviation of the reconstructed flow
over 900 realizations of the noise.
4.4.2 Tests for mass conservation
To see the importance of the mass conservation constraint in the current setup, we consider
the single-cell flow profile and reconstruct the flow with and without mass conservation.
We use the weighted flow vorticity regularization matrix. Note that in the case of no-
mass-conservation, we remove the related terms to the constraint of mass conservation in
Equation 3.19, i.e. C and κ.
As it is seen in Figure 4.2, the mass conservation has a huge effect on the reconstruc-
tion of the flow in both directions, the radial and the colatitudinal components. Using the
factor β = 10 in the weighted flow vorticity regularization matrix (see Equation 4.10),
Figure 4.2 shows that the mean solution for Ur is drastically unstable without mass con-
servation and has quite large amplitudes. Due to the large cross-talk between Ur and Uθ in
this case, the mean solution for Uθ is not smooth either. In order to decrease the effect of
Ur on Uθ for the case of no-mass-conservation, we replace the factor 10 in the weighted
flow vorticity regularization matrix by a large factor, e.g. β = 105, and do the inversions
again for the no-mass-conservation case. In this case, Ur is almost zero (because it is
regularized too much due to the large factor) and the mean reconstructed Uθ is improved
and more smoothed. Nevertheless, the mean reconstructed Uθ with mass conservation and
using the weighted flow vorticity regularization matrix with β = 10 is much better than
the mean reconstructed Uθ with the large factor (β = 105) in the no-mass-conservation
case in particular near the poles and at the base of the convection zone.
4.4.3 Tests for regularization term
Regularization term plays a crucial role in RLS. To find the optimal regularization matrix
[D] in Equation 3.19, we consider the double-cell flow model as input and do inversions
using different regularization matrices in the regularization term. Here, we consider the
flow vorticity (β = 1 in Equation 4.10), the weighted flow vorticity (β = 10 in Equa-
tion 4.10), the flow gradient, and the flow Laplacian regularization matrices.
As Figure 4.3 shows, the weighted flow vorticity regularization matrix gives better
mean reconstructed flow for Uθ in particular at high latitudes (≥ ±45◦) than using the
flow vorticity, gradient and Laplacian regularization matrices. Figure 4.4, which displays
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Figure 4.2: (Top panels) Uθ of the single-cell meridional flow input (true solution) and the
mean reconstructed flows (900 realizations) for the cases: no-mass-conservation using the
weighted flow vorticity regularization matrix with β = 10, no-mass-conservation using the
weighted flow vorticity regularization matrix with β = 105, and with mass conservation
using the weighted flow vorticity regularization matrix with β = 10. (Bottom panels)
Same as in the top panels, but for Ur. In the case of the no-mass-conservation using
the weighted flow vorticity regularization matrix with β = 10, Ur is varying between
[−41.7, 28.3] m/s.
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Figure 4.3: (Top panels) Uθ of the double-cell meridional flow input (true solution) and
the mean reconstructed flows (900 realizations) using different regularization matrices:
the flow vorticity, the weighted flow vorticity, the flow gradient, and the flow Laplacian.
(Bottom panels) Same as in the top panels, but for Ur.
the flow reconstructions for one realization, shows that the factor 10 has a significant
effect on the reconstruction of Ur and the weighted flow vorticity regularization matrix
provides better reconstruction of Ur in the whole convection zone than the other regular-
ization matrices. In other words, if the factor 10 is not used in the weighted flow vorticity
regularization matrix, Ur is under-regularized and has fast flow variations in latitude. We
also did inversions using the weighted flow gradient and the weighted flow Laplacian
regularization matrices by boosting Ur with a factor 10. The results are quite similar
to the results when using the weighted flow vorticity regularization matrix. However,
Ur of the reconstructed flows for one realization using the weighted flow vorticity and
the weighted flow gradient regularization matrices are better than the reconstructed ones
using the weighted flow Laplacian regularization matrix.
In addition, with the same bias in the solutions, Figure 4.5 shows that the propa-
gated errors to the solution for Ur using the weighted flow vorticity regularization matrix
is about two times smaller than to the solutions when using the flow vorticity/gradient
regularization matrix. The propagated errors to Ur is even larger when using the flow
Laplacian regularization matrix.
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Figure 4.4: (Top panels) Uθ of the double-cell meridional flow input (true solution) and
the reconstructed flows (one realization) using different regularization matrices: the flow
vorticity, the weighted flow vorticity, the flow gradient, and the flow Laplacian. (Bottom
panels) Same as in the top panels, but for Ur.
4.4.4 Tests for the boundary constraint
As solar meridional flow is an axisymmetric flow, imposing Uθ = 0 along the rotation axis
is natural. The radial component of the meridional flow is also zero in the upper boundary,
i.e. Ur(r = R, θ) = 0 and at the base of the convection zone Ur(r = rb, θ) = 0. Using the
weighted flow vorticity regularization matrix and the double-cell flow model, Figures 4.6
and 4.7 show that the mean reconstructions of Uθ and Ur do not work below 0.8 R without
the constraint at the base of the convection zone and the values of Ur are extremely large
and not smooth below this depth. Note that in the case of no constraint at the base of
the convection zone, we remove the sub-matrix S 1, which is responsible for imposing the
constraint at the base of the convection zone, from the matrix S in Equation 3.14. This
test shows that the constraint at the base of the convection zone is needed to obtain smooth
solutions in the deep layers (below 0.8 R).
4.4.5 Tests for the effect of large separation distances
Figure 4.8 shows cuts of the mean reconstructed flows using travel times with different
ranges of separation distance. The cuts in Figure 4.8 are shown for both the single-cell
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Figure 4.5: Radial cuts of Uθ at ±30◦ latitude and Ur at the equator showing the mean
reconstructed flow and its standard deviation (solid lines and shading), compared to the in-
put double-cell flow profile (dashed curve) using the flow vorticity (top left), the weighted
flow vorticity (top right), the flow gradient (bottom left), and the flow Laplacian (bottom
right) regularization matrices.
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Figure 4.6: (Top panels) Uθ of the double-cell meridional flow input (true solution) and
the mean reconstructed flows (900 realizations) without and with the constraint Ur(r =
rb) = 0 using the weighted flow vorticity regularization matrix. (Bottom panels) Same as
in the top panels, but for Ur.
and double-cell meridional flow inputs. The results of the cases ∆ ≤ 30◦ and ∆ ≤ 42◦ are
not distinguishable. In other words, the results show that the travel times with separation
distances ∆ > 30◦ do not contribute significantly to the inversions.
In order to assess the importance of the travel times with large separation distances
(∆ > 30◦), we artificially decrease the noise of these travel times by a factor 100. The
mean reconstruction improves mainly near the middle of the convection zone with a re-
duction in bias by a factor 1.4 for the single-cell flow model and a reduction in bias by
a factor 1.5 for the double-cell flow model. The mean reconstruction also improves with
a reduction in noise by a factor 1.2. Hence, we conclude that the large-distance travel
times (∆ > 30◦) do not contribute significantly to the inversions. Firstly, because they
have large noise and secondly, because the constraint of mass conservation has significant
contribution to the determination of the deep meridional flow.
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Figure 4.7: (Top panels) Radial cuts of Uθ at ±30◦ latitude and (bottom panels) Ur at the
equator showing the mean reconstructed flow and its standard deviation (solid lines and
shading), compared to the input double-cell flow profile (dashed curve) without and with
the constraint Ur(r = rb) = 0 using the weighted flow vorticity regularization matrix.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we tuned and validated the helioseismic inversions to infer the solar merid-
ional flow using time–distance helioseismology. We used the first-order Born sensitivity
kernels and realistic noise to generate synthetic travel times. Different test cases were
considered related to different parts of the inversion setup. We find that the mass conser-
vation constraint is necessary to reconstruct the radial component of the meridional flow
[Ur]. This constraint also improves the colatitudinal component of the reconstructed flow
[Uθ]. The weighted flow vorticity regularization matrix is superior to other choices of the
regularization matrix. It gives the best reconstructions of Uθ at high latitudes (≥ ±45◦) and
of Ur in the whole convection zone. With the same bias in the solution, the weighted flow
vorticity regularization matrix provides smaller errors (approximately two times) to the
solution for Ur in comparison to the flow vorticity and gradient regularization matrices.
Implementing the constraint Ur(r = rb) = 0, where rb denotes the radius of the base of
the convection zone, is necessary to reconstruct the flow below 0.8 R. The contribution
of the travel times with large separation distances (∆ > 30◦) to the inversions is not
significant. One reason is that these travel times have large noise. Another reason is that
the constraint of mass conservation has significant contribution to the determination of
the deep meridional flow.
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Figure 4.8: Radial cuts of Uθ at ±30◦ latitude and Ur at the equator showing the mean
reconstructed flow and its standard deviation (solid lines and shading), compared to the
input single-cell flow profile (dashed curve) using travel times with separation distances
∆ ≤ 30◦ (top left) and ∆ ≤ 42◦ (top right) using the weighted flow vorticity regularization
matrix for the single-cell meridional flow input. (Bottom) Same as in the top, but for the




In this section, I compare the spatial resolutions of inversions for flows for different
choices of helioseismic observables at fixed noise level. In addition to the standard tech-
niques used in the thesis so far, I also consider full-waveform inversions as a new ap-
proach. I then provide a summary of the conclusions obtained in this thesis, and I present
a few suggestions for future work.
5.1 Helioseismic observables and forward modeling
Interpreting the helioseismic data and performing helioseismic inversions are challenging
since there is a very large amount of data and there is high level of noise in the data.
Therefore, averaging helioseismic data is necessary to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.
This leads to intermediate data products obtained from the cross-correlation of the os-
cillation signal (e.g. the Doppler velocity) between pairs of points on the solar surface.
Regarding the inverse problem, different types of input data, also known as observables,
can thus be used in helioseismic inversions.
Different choices of helioseismic observables can lead to different systematic errors
and different signal-to-noise ratios. These differences in the observables might lead to
inversion solutions with different spatial resolutions and propagated errors to the solution
or even contradictory solutions. In this section, ongoing work corresponding to different
helioseismic observables is discussed. The focus is on comparing the averaging kernels
of inversions for different choices of helioseismic observables at fixed noise level for
recovering flows at a given 3D location in the solar interior.
As it was mentioned in Section 1.2, the cross-covariance function is a solar seismo-
gram and it contains information about travel times and amplitudes of the wave packets
traveling between any two surface locations. We define the cross-covariance function in




ψ∗(ri, ω)ψ(r′i , ω), (5.1)
where ψ denotes the observed signal, ω is the angular frequency, ri = (R, θi) and r′i =
(R, θ′i ) are two locations on the solar surface, and T is the duration of observation.
As the forward problem introduced in Equation 1.2 in Section 1.3, in time–distance
helioseismology one seeks to relate the helioseismic surface measurements to the internal
physical properties. In this study, the measurements of the cross-covariance function in





Ki(ω, r) · U(r) dr + ni(ω), (5.2)
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where U(r) = (Ur(r),Uθ(r)) denotes the vector flow, di(ω) is a set of cross-covariance
measurements with the corresponding noise ni, and Ki = (Kri ,K
θ





sensitivity kernels in the radial and colatitudinal directions. The kernels in Equation 5.2
are longitudinally averaged. The position vector r = (r, θ) belongs to the half-disk of
radius R, denoted by A.
Figure 5.1: Cross-covariance sensitivity kernels Kθ(ω, r) for Uθ centered at three different
frequencies 2, 3, and 4 mHz. The kernels correspond to a pair of points located at the
latitudes 3◦ and 33◦ on the solar surface. Only imaginary parts of the kernels are shown
and spherical harmonic degrees up to l = 300 are used to compute the kernels. For
illustrative purposes, the values of the kernels in each panel are scaled by the sound speed,
normalized by the maximum absolute value and saturated. The kernels are computed
following the framework of Fournier et al. (2018).
Here, “cross-covariance measurements” denoted by di(ω), are the cross-covariance
perturbations due to the meridional flow with respect to a reference cross-covariance Cref.
As Equation 5.2 indicates, there are cross-covariance sensitivity kernels at each frequency.
Figure 5.1 shows the cross-covariance sensitivity kernels (imaginary parts) for Uθ cor-
responding to a pair of points on the solar surface at three different frequencies. The
cross-covariance kernels show different levels of sensitivity in the solar interior for differ-
ent frequencies and every single frequency contains certain information about the waves
propagating in the solar interior.
Following the approaches presented in Gizon and Birch (2002) and Nagashima et al.
(2017), we extract travel-time and amplitude measurements from the cross-covariance.
We define the “travel-time measurement” as the time lag and “amplitude measurement”
as the relative cross-covariance amplitude that minimize δC = C − Cref (in the sense of
least squares) isolating the first-skip branch of the cross-covariance in the time domain.
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Ki(r) · U(r) dr + ni, (5.3)
where di denotes either travel-time or amplitude measurements. Therefore, travel-time
and amplitude measurements only depend on the observational points since they are
frequency-averaged quantities. Figure 5.2 shows the sensitivity kernels of the different
helioseismic observables for Uθ corresponding to a pair of points located on the solar
surface.
Figure 5.2: Sensitivity kernels of the cross-covariance (imaginary and real parts at
3 mHz), travel-time and amplitude measurements for Uθ. The kernels correspond to a
pair of points located at the latitudes 3◦ and 33◦ on the solar surface. Spherical harmonic
degrees up to l = 300 are used to compute the kernels. For illustrative purposes, the
values of the kernels in each panel are scaled by the sound speed, normalized by the max-
imum absolute value and saturated. The kernels are computed following the framework
of Fournier et al. (2018).
So far different helioseismic observables and their corresponding forward problems
are introduced. We seek to probe flows down to the depth of the convection zone, so it is
important to compare the spatial resolutions of inversions for flows for different choices
of helioseismic observables. For this aim, we consider a 2D problem. Figure 5.3 shows
the 2D setup of the problem and some sample ray paths for different separation distances.
The positions of the observational surface points are chosen on uniform grid within the
latitudes ±60◦ from the equator, sampled every 3◦. All possible combinations of the ob-
servational points were computed from this grid. Those pairs with separation distance
greater than ∆ = 42◦ were removed, as these distances present difficulties for observa-
tional interpretation (Liang et al. 2017). The point-to-point sensitivity kernels are then
computed for these observational pairs of points. Note that sensitivity kernels are also
computed for different frequencies in the case of cross-covariance. Frequencies between
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Figure 5.3: The pairs of points (green ticks) chosen for this study. The ray paths between
these points are shown for pairs separated by 6◦ (blue), 24◦ (red) and 42◦ (black). In
order to remain consistent with observational capabilities we have neglected observational
points located further than 60◦ from the equator. The dashed line indicates the base of the
convection zone.
[2− 4] mHz are considered for the cross-covariance measurements. The kernels are com-
puted following the framework of Fournier et al. (2018).
5.2 Comparison of inversion strategies
To compare different inversion strategies by considering different choices of helioseismic
observables, we express the flow components as linear combinations of basis functions
as introduced in Section 3.2.2. We discretize the problem following the same approach
explained in Section 3.2.2 except that we use piecewise constant basis functions in both
the radial and horizontal directions in this study.
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As it is explained in Section 1.3, inverse problems in helioseismology are mostly
solved linearly that means we seek to find the solution vector of flow coefficients û as
linear combination of the input data vector d as (see Equation 1.10)
û =Wd, (5.4)
where W is the weight matrix to be determined. Note that the input data vector d in
Equation 5.4 can be the data set of any types of observables such as cross-covariance mea-
surements, travel times or amplitudes. To find the weight matrixW (see Equation 1.12),
we seek to minimize the RLS cost function (see Equation 1.11) with respect to the vector
of flow coefficients u
û = argminu
{
‖Λ−1/2(Ku − d)‖2 + α‖u‖2
}
, (5.5)
where ‖ · ‖ denotes the discrete L2 norm, K is the matrix containing the kernel coefficients
(see Equation 1.9), Λ is the noise covariance matrix of the measurements, and α is a
regularization parameter.
To investigate the intrinsic properties of the forward models of the different observ-
ables, we utilize the singular value decomposition (SVD) (e.g. Hansen 2010) which pro-
vides information about the intrinsic properties of a matrix. The SVD of the N×M matrix
Λ−1/2K of rank R is a factorization of Λ−1/2K into the product of three matrices as:
Λ−1/2K = UΣVH, (5.6)
where the superscript H denotes the Hermitian conjugate,U andV are isometric matrices
of sizes N × N and M × M, respectively (i.e. UHU = IN and VHV = IM), and Σ is an
N×M rectangular diagonal matrix. The diagonal entries σk of Σ for k = 1, ...,R are known
as the singular values of Λ−1/2K, and we assume that they are sorted by size:
σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ ... ≥ σR > 0. (5.7)
The ill-posedness of the inverse problem is reflected in the spectrum of the singu-
lar values of the matrix Λ−1/2K. As Figure 5.4 shows, the singular values for cross-
covariance measurements decay slower than the singular values for travel-time/amplitude
measurements. The faster the singular values decay, the more ill-posed the problem is
(e.g. Christensen-Dalsgaard et al. 1993). The slower decay of the cross-covariance sin-
gular values is because more information is present in the cross-covariance than in travel
times/amplitudes.
Inverse problem is a trade-off between bias and variance. These quantities can be









= ‖(K − I) u‖2 + ‖W‖2, (5.8)




Figure 5.4: Spectrum of the singular values σk for the cross-covariance, travel-time and
amplitude measurements. More singular values are available for the cross-covariance
since there are more measurements in the cross-covariance than travel times/amplitudes.
is the averaging kernel. The matrix K in Equation 5.9 contains the averaging kernels for
Uθ, Ur, and the corresponding cross-talk averaging kernels.
Averaging kernel demonstrates the resolution of the inversion at each chosen target
position r0 = (r0, θ0). The first term in Equation 5.8 defines how far the averaging kernel
is far from the identity, i.e. the bias of the estimator. The second term in Equation 5.8
corresponds to the variance of the estimator, i.e. the propagated error to the estimated
solution in Equation 5.4.
Example averaging kernels of inversions for Uθ at a chosen target location for the
three choices of observables are shown in Figure 5.5. With the same noise level in
the solution (propagated error), the averaging kernel is more localized when using the
cross-covariance function in the frequency domain (FWI), rather than travel times or am-
plitudes as input data. This means that the FWI provides solutions with better spatial
resolutions and thus less bias at fixed noise level. This more localized averaging kernel
of FWI is due to the more available information in the cross-covariance data set than in
travel times/amplitudes. Even though each single travel-time/amplitude measurement has
a higher signal-to-noise ratio than a single cross-covariance measurement, the subspace
of linear combinations of the travel-time/amplitude data set is smaller than FWI in the re-
construction. This point can also be seen from the spectrum of the singular values of the
observables as shown in Figure 5.4 as the decay rate of the singular values is way slower
for cross-covariance than travel time or amplitude. Radial cuts through averaging kernels
of FWI at different chosen target locations are shown in Figure 5.6. Comparing the full
width at half maximum of the averaging kernels in the radial direction at each target lo-
cation to the local wavelength λ, the spatial resolution of FWI is close to λ/2 which is the
diffraction limit of acoustic waves.
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Figure 5.5: Averaging kernels of FWI (left panel), travel-time (middle panel) and ampli-
tude (right panel) inversions for Uθ considering T = 4 years. The crosshairs (solid lines)
indicate the target location at r0/R = 0.9 at the solar equator. The propagated error to
the solutions at this chosen target is about 1.5 m/s for the three observables. Frequencies
between [2 − 4] mHz are considered for the cross-covariance measurements.
Figure 5.6: Radial cuts through averaging kernels of FWI for Uθ at three chosen target
locations considering T = 4 years (see the left panel of Figure 5.5 targeting at r0/R =
0.9). The dots indicate the depths of the target points at r0/R = [0.85, 0.9, 0.95] at the
solar equator. The thick lines plotted at the half maximums of the averaging kernels are
of length λ/2 where λ denotes the local wavelength at 3 mHz. The propagated errors to




By performing helioseismic inversions of wave travel times, the main objective of this
dissertation was to contribute to a better understanding of the solar meridional flow which
is a crucial ingredient to understand the dynamics in the Sun. Besides, the helioseismic
inversions are tuned and validated with synthetic travel times using different flow profiles.
In the following, the main conclusions obtained in this thesis regarding the inversions for
the solar meridional flow are presented:
• By using synthetic travel times, we find that mass conservation is a necessary con-
straint to reconstruct the radial component of the meridional flow. Using the regu-
larized least squares method, the weighted flow vorticity in the regularization term
gives the best reconstructions of the meridional flow in both the radial and hori-
zontal directions compared to the vorticity, gradient and Laplacian of the flow. The
contribution of the travel times with separation distances ∆ > 30◦ to the inversions
is not significant. This is due to the large noise of the travel times with separation
distances ∆ > 30◦ and also significant role of the mass conservation constraint for
determination of the deep meridional flow,
• By inverting the helioseismic travel times over the solar cycles 23 and 24 (1996 −
2019), the inferred solar meridional flow is varying through the whole convection
zone. For both cycles, the inferred solar meridional flow has a single-cell structure
in each hemisphere: poleward at the surface and equatorward at the base of the con-
vection zone. At the base of the convection zone, the colatitudinal component of the
inferred meridional flow is approximated with a function given by Uθ = Ub sin 2θ
with Ub = 4.8 ± 1.0 m/s for cycle 23 and Ub = 3.6 ± 1.0 m/s for cycle 24. The sign
of the flow flips at a depth of about 0.79 solar radius. Besides, confidence in the
results is provided by the agreement between SOHO/MDI and GONG data during
the period 2001− 2011 and also by finding a single-cell solution for the meridional
flow for each one of the four seasons. Under a flux-transport dynamo model, the
inferred single-cell meridional flow is able to explain the equatorial migration of
sunspots in each hemisphere.
Another objective of this dissertation was to analyze other possibilities than using
travel times as observables in time–distance helioseismology. The main conclusions ob-
tained in this thesis regarding the application of different observables in time–distance
helioseismology are presented:
• Considering sound-speed perturbations to a uniform background medium, we ex-
tracted the travel-time and amplitude measurements from the deep-focusing cross-
covariance functions and derived the spatial sensitivity kernels under the first Born
approximation. The spatial sensitivity of deep-focusing travel-time measurements
is zero at the target location and negative in a surrounding region with diameter
approximately equal to the width of the first Fresnel zone, LF . However, the spatial
sensitivity of amplitude measurements peaks at the target location and is negative
in a region with diameter approximately equal to 0.7LF . Hence, the deep-focusing
sensitivity kernels for amplitudes are more localized than the deep-focusing sensi-
tivity kernels for travel-time measurements. This leads to a higher signal-to-noise
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ratio for deep-focusing amplitude measurements than for deep-focusing travel-time
measurements for small-scale perturbations in sound speed. The conclusion is that
amplitude measurements are useful in addition to the travel times in local helioseis-
mology as they provide additional information about the solar subsurface structure
from travel times.
• With the same noise level in the reconstructions, averaging kernels for flows at
any chosen target location in the solar interior are more localized when using the
cross-covariance function in the frequency domain (FWI) rather than travel times or
cross-covariance amplitudes as input data. The spatial resolution of FWI is close to
half the local wavelength, λ/2. The conclusion is that the full-waveform approach
is promising for future helioseismic studies.
A very first suggestion for future work would be the confirmation of the RLS in-
versions for the meridional flow using other types of helioseismic inverse methods, e.g.
SOLA (e.g. Pijpers and Thompson 1994, Jackiewicz et al. 2012, Böning et al. 2017, Korda
et al. 2019).
Current inversions can also be improved. For instance, a penalty can be placed on
the cross-talk between the different solar properties we are inverting for, such as the solar
flow components and the sound-speed perturbations (Švanda et al. 2011). Moreover, the
effects of imperfect kernels on the reconstructed flows can be studied in order to improve
the forward modeling.
Regarding the helioseismic approach and methods, full-waveform inversion can be
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